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O n 16* to “of us invaded
th er 1*fv**l;o n cl on 1”S-is Eveninggvvs
to against theiéaptpscatlling
theyiwere running about lesbians-lgettmg
preginatrt through Artificciial ll1SB.Ij'7tifl&IlUH
by sDono.r (AID). The articles played on
men’s fears of women living without
them, evendaring to have children _
withoutia big sbutchmsan to be head of» 5 s
the household. If anti—aborti.ottMP Leo c ~
Abse sees abortion as thewpenultimate
step to the ultimate castration‘ of the
male himself, what would he make of
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.infi lt rated. the lesb ian 0 ion
‘Sap.'p,ho,s.possing as a lesbianrwsantiicng a

S child. Sappho put her andaher, ‘girl-
friend’ in touch with a doctor
prepared to provide AID for lesbians.
L-lndercoversoperation accomplished, c
Joanna Patyna and Kuttner, the- news
editor responsible for this and _
apparently the rest of the paper’s
anti-gay stories, turned up at the
Sappho office. Sappho workers Jacky
Forster and Nikke Henriques refused
to speak without assurances that the

lesbians using All)? The Evening]/WW5 ’_ iacsonvetsation was confidential, but it
hysteria WOFI-‘it-t5__t0p_ lesbians having t
children, of sou r5a;@%But it cou-/ds""ma‘k,e
it more difficult in‘ practice (AIID, like
adoption, could be restrictedyto c J
respectable married couples) their
sensationalisation of simple sfactsihas
stirred up prejudiceand hatred. a

What was really shitty about the -.-.
articles was the way theywere
‘researched’. For two months Evening
News reporter Joanna Patyna _
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was printed almost verbatim, making
itlook as though they’d co-operated.
So Sappho and ‘Dr Strangelove’ were
splashed across the front page, to be
followed next day by the ‘exclusive

Tiinsisdlestory’ of the ‘most remarkable
‘family, 'ih7Britain’I...'.'. only last minute
legal threats made them,blac.k out the
faces on the pho1to.g;raphss.:oLf (the two:
women, and stepped
their full nameslvanftlr-acltils-§Ires5fls.......;
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IOHB Of tl’l:B_(§lO'l1OFS Wl'lO WES being J more _-_,fQ|' 3 frgnt page ,3-md centre. .
harassed -1bIy-Even/'ng News blood- ‘ spread like they gave to their garbage.
hounds. They had followed him from’ Our single column looked so demure.

s the clinic, pihotographed him and lt’s impossible to assess what effect
threatened to use his name if he Q it had on readers , if it registered with
refused to co-operate. We gave some some it was worth it, even though the
legal advice, but should perhapshave paper managed to capitalise on-It by
acted then, before the paper ‘sprang’ plastering “Lesbians reply” on then‘
the story. When they did, we were billboards, sggjrezing out the
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Evening News newsroom at a SlIElI'1ClSIlll as women ‘probe’ Fleet Street. Outside Evening News
workers shouted ‘Scum’, ‘Vermin’, ‘Burn them’ and ‘Disgrace to the human race’. ____

furious and felt we had to do some-
thing. People at Gav Sweatshop, A
trashed before by the Evening News
felt the same — we rang round the -
feminist network (centres, groups,
campaign offices, friends) arranged
a time and place to meet if two hours
later. Such spontaneous action
inevitably means that not everyone
can be consulted, and Inoteveryone
can come. lt’s a responsibility for the
initiators who can’t be sure of every-
one’s support and can’t discuss fully
the most effective action to take.
Huddled in a corner of Fleet Street,
we decided to stage a sit-in. One
woman stayed on the phone at Spare
Rib, tipping off the newspapers, who
came in force to an action nice and
near home. We rushed to the (newsroom,
sang, chanted, argued with Journalists
and subs, sneered at the pin-ups on
theirwalls and were jeered at ourselves.
Next» time we should take rattles and
loud-hailers, but at leastwe had stink-
bombs tolet o_ff,a’s we left. One woman
photographer was pushed off a chair —s
‘Are you a man or a woman?’-—— and
spat at as she wasleaving; a hostile
crowd had gathered outside.

We made up our demands as we J
went along: to see the editor (we’d
found out in advance both his name -
l<irby_—and Kuttner’s) and to have the
right of reply. After two hours of noise
and negotiation we at last u// met with
Kirby and Kuttner (they'd wanted to
see only our ‘leaders’ or failing that,
four ‘sp0kesmen’). We faced them with
our objections and were promised space
for an unedited reply. Kirby played the
liberal-who-never-meant-any-harm, so

controversy that Fleet Street feeds on.
For us it raised questions about

organisation within the women's
liberation movement —» how to act
quickly yet include asmanys women
as possible -; and about handling the
press. For instance, many women were
asked for an interview by ‘liberal’
journalists offering sympathetic
coverage. It may seem worth co-
operating to correct the Evening News
distortions, but so far this has only
presented a picture of lesbian ‘families
as nice, ‘normal’ and no threat at all. c

Press reports of the occupation I
assumed that all who took part were
lesbians, not all were. This is an issue
of lmportance to ail women. We are
fighting for the right to control our
own bodles, to define our own
sexuallty and not to be forced into _
dependence on men.

That weekend spraypainted slogans
appeared on the British Medical
Association (‘dubious’-about lesbian
mothers), the House of Commons, the
law courts and on Joanna Patyna’s flat
(‘Lesbian mums OK’ on the outside
walls and on her door, ‘Here lives a
gutter press reporter’). One woman
was arrested immediately after the
occupation for spraying ‘Lesbians
unite’ on an El/enirzg News delivery
van. This political trial comes up at
lOam on February 23 at Mansion _
House Court. There's been one
meeting since to discuss the Evening
News affair and what to do next time
(all the time). The next meeting is on
February l2-at 2pm -- check with -
Spare Rib (Ol -253-9792/3) for place.

|:JJill Nicholls
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The reformist tendencies beginning to
spread within the CNT were given
concrete expression during the six day
petrol station strike which paralysed
the city of Barcelona and its province
just before Christmas. The petrol
workers struck for a daily rate of 900

s small but significant s

ptas £5.70); the employers refused to go
beyond the _700 ptas agreed the
preceding June. The strike ended
without a wage increase being achieved,
.just a one off payment of 45 ,000 ptas
to each employee -s a pitiful result for
the strikers. But the Strike Committee
explained to them, ‘We have put through
nearly all our demands, and the
employers have been defeated!’ The
employers however showed definite
satisfaction with the outcome; even if
they had to make concessions, by
maintaining the 700 ptas rate they
gained ground for the next round of
negotiations. The 45,000 ptas were
doled out as a ‘special payment
towards the resumption of work’._,

Barcelona’s Civil Governor was no
less triumphant. There hadn’t been
too many incidents, and as he said
when it was over, that was that. Ina
few hours of discussion with the Strike
Committee he dispelled the tension
and was able to demonstrate that in
Barcelona the dreaded CNT -- or what
there was of it at the time — could be
just as peaceable and ‘civilised’ as the
obliging Comisiones Obreras. The
people of Barcelona for their part

 
 
 

Gays set precedent in enlisting non~ga
support
Gay News is the only mass-circulation
newspaper in this country specifically
for homosexuals. Mary ‘l don’t hate
homosexuals’ Whitehouse’s successful
prosecution of Gay News means a
revival of the common law of
blasphemy which was last used in 1921,
the statutory law of blasphemy was
repealed in 1956. judge King-Hamilton
defined blasphemous libel as any
published writing about christ or
chrlstianity that would ‘tend to cause a
breach of the peace’ which he
explained as: ‘inclined to provoke or
arouse angry feeling’. His behaviour
throughout the trial was widely
condemned in the days following the
verdict of guilty. Gay News’ editor was
given a sentence of nine months
suspended for eighteen months, and
fined £500. Gay News was fined £1000
and costs were award ed against the
defendants, who now face a legal bill
for more than £10,000. They are
appealing against the conviction on 28
different counts.

We hold no illusions about Gay News
in many ways it is a sexist newspaper.
But it was attacked because it is gay,
the prosecution was not just about
blasphemy, but about the right of gay
people to organise and communicate
with each other. The attack on Gay
News is an attack on all gay people in
this country, it is part of the developing
backlash against gays—increasing police
prosecutions and harassment and
increasing attacks in the streets. It is
part of the erosion of civil liberties and
the increase in physical attacks on
blacks, women, and trade unionists as ~

ell as lesbians and gay men.
Because of this the gay community

as chosen this issue as the point where
it is going to make a stand and resist.
For the first time in the history of the
Gay Movement we are asking for the

5

J“

jsupport of non-gay groups as well as
mobilising our own community.

How you can help: take the
resolution below to your trade union
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celebrated the end of the strike with
huge queues for petrol for a holiday
weekend. Public understanding and
solidarity were not overwhelming, the
Guardia Civil did not even need to
threaten the workers to any extent
although they did anyway, from T
force of habit — some petrol customers
were ready to do their job for them.

The Comisiones Obreras did not
hesitate to denounce the strike; the
main work of organisation fell to the
CNT, their Transport Syndicate, at the
request of a petrol worker militant, had
decided on solidarity with the strike.
The CNT then -— as the press wrote --
‘went into its baptism of fire with a -
strike that would not be staged in the
workshop but in the open air, with just
one adversary —-N the employers —-- but
a wider and more contradictory one --
the people in the street’. The very wide
scattering of workplaces necessitated
a complex organisation which gave the
unpaid agitators no restfi. The primary
task was to spread up-to-date
information to give the lie to the
bosses’ version. The strike was directed
by a committee elected in the daily t
mass meeting. Additionally, solidarity
throughout the province was
coordinated by a ‘supercommittee’.
Unusually, the idea of a
‘super-committee’ had come from the
Liberal Professions Syndicate (LPS)
and not the syndicate concerned. Even
more unusual was the fact that it was

branch, trades council, anti-fascist
group, womens group or civil liberties
group, get it passed and let us know:

This branch/group deplores the
erosion of civil liberties evidenced by
the recent use of the antiquated ‘
blasphemy law to convict Gay News
and its editor Denis Lemon. This
branch/group calls for the repeal of
the blasphemy law and the quashing
of the conviction of Gay News and
its editor and urges its members to
support the forthcoming national
demonstration in London. g

The demonstration will be on Saturday
Feb ll., assembling at Temple
Embankment at l pm. There is a
tremendous amount of anger building
up over the prosecution and we expect
this to be the largest gay demonstration
ever in this country.

Donations are urgently needed by
the Defence Committee organising the
campaign, however large or small.

Affiliate your organisation-
minimum £5. If you join as an
individual pay what you can afford.
Over fifty organisations have now
affiliated. As well as gay groups these
include trades union groups, trades
councils, anti-fascist and political
groups. Messages of solidarity have
been received from the gay movements
in Norway, Australia, and even from
our persecuted sisters and brothers in
fascist Brazil. c

The affiliation of non-gay groups
has been effective in building up our
morale and determination. For
anarchists, the self-organisation of an
oppressed community is the essence of
Libertarian politics. Our community
has chosen this moment to resist its
o pression—give us your support.
(-5 Alan Bray
For further information contact: The
National Gay News Defence Committee
7 46 Mayall Road, London SE24. 07-274
07-2 74-7843. N
Zero is affiliated to the Gay News
Defence Committee.
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conceived of as being a closed
committee (usually in anarcho-
syndicalist organisation -only
committees elected to fulfil specific
organisational tasks are closed) and
that it assumed quasi-executive powers
(in flat contradiction to the spirit of
anarcho-syndicalist organisation)

One has to look at the composition
of the LPS and the partit played in the
Catalan ‘Regional Assembly last
September to understand this new
tendency within the CNT. The LPS is
a synidate of architects, doctors,
lawyers etc, a kind of ‘status’ syndicate
which has theoretically no place in an
anarcho-syndicalist organisation where
architectsare organised in the Building
syndicate, doctors in the Health
syndicate, and so on. Thus in some
ways the composition of the LPS is
bourgeois. O

In the early sessions of the Regional
Assembly two different approaches to
the CNT’s orientation, anarchist and
pure syndicalist (trade unionist), began
to emerge, the outcome of which was
reflected in the composition of the new
Regional Committee. Only one person
was re-elected from the outgoing
anarchist based Committee. This off-
loading of militants with proven
anarchist experience is discernable in
other ways, along with the rise of
others who a few months previously
did not even belong to the organisation
or were actually in political parties.

The direction of the petrol strike .
along purely trade-unionist lines
therefore accorded exactly with the
composition of the Regional
Committee. True the strike showed a
tendency to radicali-sation, its co-
ordination helped by unpaid libertarian
militants, but at the very moment this
radicalisation should have been
extended the strike wasdissolved -—
through the strike committee’s decision
to accept the outcome of negotiations
without putting it to the vote of the
mass meeting. Even if some success
wasachieved, in that the strike was
total in Barcelona city and there was
80-90% participation in the province,
it was still conducted by the CNT
exactly in the way the Comisiones
Obreras would have run it ‘except |
that the CNT does not have the
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I:|Befreiung translated by Liz Willis
Meanwhile the CNT intends to sue
Barcelona’s police chief, the evening
paper El Noticiero Universal and
Spanish Radio and TV authorities for
100,000,000 pesetas (£.6 million)
following their campaign to link the
CNT with the petrol bomb attack
which gutted Barcelona’s Scala
casino/dance hall complex on january
l8 killing four workers. The attack on
the Scala came only a few hours after
the CNT had staged a massive
demonstration against the Pacte de
Moncloa (the Spanish Social Contract)
and the forthcoming reformist shop
steward elections, and the speed with
which 80-90 anarchist militants were
rounded up immediately after the
attack suggested that from the outset
it was going to be used (if it had not
been created) to divert attention away
from the CNT’s opposition to the
Pacte and if possible discredit the CNT
as well. The CNT has consistently
denied any connection with the Scala-
action, in fact 75% of the Scala work-
force are CNT members, yet the
police announced that the three
women and six men they were charging
with the attack were not only all
members of the CNT but also,for
good measure, members of the FAI
and jL (Libertarian Youth) as well,
organisations set up -- according to the
police —— to ‘destroy the Spanish state
through organised terrorism’. El
Noticiero Universal is editorial of the
next day continued in the samevein.
‘Moreover, we are worried by the
indications we have of the revival of
the anarchism of former times which
can lead to such tragic demonstrations
as yesterday’.

The CNT, well aware that they are
sustaining a carefully concerted
campaign aimed at checking their
re-emergence as a mass movement
over the last two. years, has challenged
media authorities to cede equal
airtime and press space to the right of
reply. In a communique issued after
the Scala incident the CNT described
the campaign as ‘an attempt by
opponents of this organisation to
alienate the working class from the
anarcho-syndicalist movement in
order to obscure the fact that the CNT

numerical strength of the CO5’, as a is the only syndicate that refuses to
comrade in Barcelona put it. ‘sign the Pacte de ll/loncloa’l:l
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Sexism sabotages Esse
The South East and London
Anarchist/Libertarian conference, the
first to be held since Warwick three
year sago, took place over January 27/
28/29 at Essex University. Organised
on sexual politics and communication,
around T50 people took part. We
hope it will prove to be a watershed in
the anarchist movement’s history.

On the Friday night a planning
meeting took place to finalise
workshops and other conference
details. From the hostility with which
the already scheduled all women’s and
all men’s workshops were challenged
it became clear that confrontation
over the issue of sexual politics was
likely to dominate the entire weekend
end. This was borne out as the
workshops got underway,
workshops not on sexual politics
rarely got beyond hostile conflict over
sexism, while workshops on sexual
politics were of necessity taken up
with discussing what was happening A
in the conference itself.

r The women’s workshop began with
a coherent supportative discussion in
which we tried to clarify the links _
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conference
between our anarchism and our
feminism. On the whole we were in
agreement on the need both for an
autonomous women’s movement and
to develop feminism within the
anarchist movement. These feelings
were not shared by some of the men
in the conference who saw no
evidence of sexism in the anarchist
movement and attached little
importance to patriarchal oppression.
At times throughout the conference
women were belittled and even
insulted, and their ideas trivialised.
Often by ‘men who claimed to be
‘insulted’ by our allegations of sexism.

The original idea behind the gay
workshop was to discuss ways —
anarchists in the gay movement could
organise, and consider the possibility
of forming anarchist gayliberation
groups. But in the event discussion
centred around the indifference
shown to gay politics by straightsmen
at the conference. All in all -Saturday
was a destructive day. Sunday was
more constructive although to a large
part it was devoted to re-running the
previous day's workshops more

_ __ _ - - -. __ . _- -__ -. _-_____. |. - . .i -__ . IIZ_ -- _



successfully. The symbolic, if not '
actual, turning point was seeing
Chabrol’s Nada Saturday night, 80
minutes of sexism and macho
‘anarchist’ posturing which bore out
every argument women had made
during the day.

Sunday ‘s reconvened anti-
authoritarian press workshop dealt
with many of the basics of co-operatil
cooperating and sharing resources, it
includingsetting up a working group
to outline a basis for an antisexist
press network. The precedence of two
thirds of the movement's 15 national
publications meeting for the first time
was insufficient to prevent the initial
workshop degenerating into the
angriest three hours of the weekend.
Other workshops were held on
education, philosophy, organisation
and learning to use litho.

Some of us came away depressed
although others of us saw what
happened as more constructive. This

_|-‘

"was after all the conference at which
feminist and homosexual politics i
raised their angry beautiful heads and
ii
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refused to go away. Essex could have
been the first conference of a new,
sexpol conscious, anarchist politic,
but left us instead determined that it
should be the last of the old. The
anarchist movement will fail to t
accomplish anything until it has come
to terms with the oppression of men
over women. Towards this there
seemed to be general agreement that
the next conference, which anarchists
from Cambridge offered to organise,
should be specifically on sexual
politics. e

Lp’s of their choice should be
speeding to Essex Libsoc for loving
organisation of conference and food
(Quiche Louise Michel . . Muesli
Malatesta. .), Swansea anarchists for
running the creche a_nd_'Rising Free for
its bookbus. Finally, for the future,
we learnt that the organtisinggroup
should be given the responsibility of
scheduling agendas and workshops in
advance, and that future conferences
should be advertised as antisexist,
unless of course they are not.
|:l Patsie, Sharon, Pete, Richard
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Christmas on the dole for Other Cinema
The sudden folding of the Other Cinema
on Dec 16 just a few hours before it was
due to premiere the major new feminist
film Shirin is Wedding wasnot just a

went ahead, with the appeal fund
standing at an apparent £37,000. The

stunning programme of films of which
bitter Christmas present for the staff of the centrepiece was the new BFl feature N
London ’s only collectively run cinema, " Wlnstanley. With the telegrams and the
but also raised a question mark over the. 0Ptl{T1l5|'h_l and 5teadY h0_><'0ttlee Even Left groups for whom TOC staged
future of radical independent cinema in n_ regelptg, |r seemed no mistake at the
thl5 ¢°l-lhtFY- The deel5l0h 110, fllfiée CBITIB” ' time that the fundraising should lapse.
1'-15t three dB-Y5 Hillel’ the.BI'lti,5h. Alma - Later TOC was to find out that not only
Institute, at an emergency. meeting of . had the fiha| ¢Q5[ of fitting and 1
its getlethlhg heard, tedeelfltedc lt5 ' i equipping the cinema risen to some

'1.

|-

immersed in the crisis themselves that it
was difficult to evaluate the priority of
getting information out, it was an easy
but fatal mistake. Time Out itself, even
though it thought the situation serious
enough to refuse all TOC advertising
artwork not accompanied by cheque,
repeatedly held back on the t _
opportunity of reporting on it.

When the builders, Brent Walker,
TOC's largest creditor took out a high
court writ to secure their outstanding
debt, the end followed swiftly. TOC
demanded that the BFI decide
immediately o'n its pending application
for a £35,000 C;Qsl'1iF)_]e,GlJiol"\ with-0.
£20,000 yearly subsidy for two years. As
we know the BFl did not provide that
support and just 14 months after opening
the cinema closed its doors. 0

How is it that in its screening of Left
and feminist films (often films that
would find general release elsewhere in
Europe), its attempts to bring film...
makers and film audiences together
directly, and its aspirations towards a
truly popular cinema the Other Cinema
generated so little support? The answer
lies in the Left in this country's total
diffidence to what it mistakenly calls
‘culture’. The Left’s continued failure
to see in cinema anything other than
what is bourgeois, unless a film has
overt agitprop content, left TOC in a

cinema Opened 90 Dec l6 76 Wllll 3‘ I limbo. Too radical for the BFl and seen
as too bourgeois for the Left, support
never came from anywhere other than
independent film makers themselves.

benefits did not reciprocate solidarity
when it was needed.

The cinema itselfis in the process of
being sold by the liquidator. Although
one bid is likely to come from one of

refusal to pmvlde the other Clném-3' - 5 I £62!O001-but that the apcheel fund 0- the Other Cinema’s cofounders,now
with a cash transfusiorJ1.,TheBFl_’s I »_ - I 0 showed anunexpected shortfall. The backed by a consortium, itis unlikely

 

their credit and all chance of BFI _
subsidy by ‘going publuc’ on the _
situation, and at the same time so

decision was relayed to the 200 strong
picket of Other Cinema supporters . it
waiting outside the BFI ’s Dean Street
headquarters in the following '
statement: “Over the past six months -
the BFl have been examining the - “
situation and will continue to examine
the situation to see if it can be 0f any
possible assistance. However, it is clear
that the BFI is unable to make any
financial contribution on a scale to
satisfy the cinema's current needs”

One does not have to look far to find
the reasons for the BFl's complacency ll)/lily t0_ tepeiti hil Whleh time the TOC -
and e hiei5m_ lt is he gegret that ever ' ‘COIIEC-'[|V€ had alftaken a voluntary 20%

cinema itself broke almost even from the that the venue Wm ever See programmes
the Start» butthe Severe Cash flow " of the kind TOC ran again. But however
problem presented by th|s mltlal much the Left deserves it,revolutionary
capital deficit was to dog it relentlessly gmema wi|| not just go away_ |t Seems
melhth after month.’ and finally l9tCe lt N fairly certain now that the distribution
lhto ll-<Ilt"detl0h- N 0 it I A e ‘side of TOC will survive the liquidation.

I" Dee '76 10¢ approached the BF‘ Struggling under its own £18,000
to see it clear-of its difficulties. The BFI
responded by setting up a working
party to _.“examine management of the
Other Cinema in relationship to the
financial situation and programming
policy" The working party took till

Y
since the setting up of the Other Cinema Wage <3Ut- The tepett We-5 Wholly
to ‘distribute and exhibit independent
cinema’ the official state funding
agency for independent cinemahas
been severely embarrassed by the
somewhat parallel, and overtly radical,
activities of the Other Cinema. The
more so since the Other Cinema scored
direct successes with films (Winstanley,
Riddles of the Sphinx, Before
Hindsight) that the BFl had itself
produced. T

Started by Pete Sainsbury and Nick
Hart Williams in 1970 with just a
handful of films given free by jean-Luc
Godard and sympathetic Latin -
American directors, the Other Cinema
(TOC) slowly established a strong
catalogue of Left, feminist and »

Wire. Zero readers will, additionally, it
remember TOC as the distributors of

unacceptable. Reading between the
lines the message was clear. If the BFl
gave any support at all it would be
limited, and then only in exchange for
some sort of control. The conditions
seemed to be the abandonment of
collective management and not ‘going
public’ on its financial affairs. In short
the BFl saw the responsibility for TOC's

private support (without explaining

deficit (incurred through being
overstretched in its efforts to sustain
the film programmes of the last year)
and trying to steer clear of BFI control,
they are organising a string of benefits
throughout February and March. And
who canbe sure that somewhere in the
back of their minds there isn't the dark
ambition to sometime, somewhere,
show those kind of films again? Next
time let's be ready.

 ~ i I - :;---
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The “Rainbow Army” wasformed.
Christiania-itesstayed put.

Now the squatters of Copenhagen’s ~
“fools paradise” are under threat again.
The supreme court was scheduled to
arrive at a decision in 19th january
'1978 on whether to evict. The decision
has still not been made, but nobody is
in any doubt that it will go against
Christiania. _ -

Ch ristiania is run on a decentralized
basis creating between 9 and 1 1 areas
out of the land. Each area has its own
meetings and there is interaction
between area meetings and larger
Common Meetings. Common Meetings
usually occur when there is some
particularly critical situation. There are
no leaders, and a lack of committees,
but meetings are badly attended.
Separate Working Groups deal with
economics, information, negotiations,
community action, and so oh. Word'-of-
mouth is themain and best means of
communication, although there are 3
newspapers—both ‘internal’ and
‘external’--plus a radio station.

People live from crafts, student
grants, or outside part-time jobs. Very
few are on the dole. Inside, short hours
and low pay ensures more
“employment”. Christiania houses
enterprises as diverse as a bakery (bread
and rolls from 5 am.) a cobbler; a
“permanent jumble-sale" to a saunal
bath-house; a creche, kindergarten and
embryonic ‘school’ to municipal
services-—rubbish collection, shit-bin
emptying and street cleaning. -

On the outside, the Support
Ch ristiania Group has some tactics
planned should an eviction‘ attempt be
made. The main aim seems to be to '
stretch police resourcesto the full. A .
situation is envisaged where the ratio of
police to protesters is 1:'l0;to this aim
a ‘telephone tree’ exists which would
call up thousands of people (including
abroad) should any mass-mobilisation
suddenly seem necessary. The ‘tree’
would also organize fo'od',-blankets, and
other essentials.-Certain people are
already on ‘stand-by’ expecting calls to
go to decentralized depots and collect
already printed posters and handbi|ls--
ready for posting onto lorries, buses,
trains, policecars I . . There are radio
transmitters ready to break into normal
radio channels. It is assumed the police
will try to surround the area and cut it
off from the arriving support: plans W
exist to distract forces away from
Christiania and thereby ease access. To
add to this, some reports state that the
Police Union is against involvement in
mass eviction at Christiania. Other trade
unions with members who would be

U Martm Gmgen ‘involved tn demolition, havealso
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c presseo support for Christianla.
Nevertheless the future of Christiania

remains in jeopardy-as much from
within as from without. Much of the
information coming out of the ‘Free

.Town' has stressed the needfor ‘non-
future firmly in terms of individual - violent resistance’. lf, as seems likely,

this stress derives more from 60s style
how it could be enllsted without optimism rather than a 70s non-violent
publicising the situation). On April Fool's Day1976 the ‘Free anarchism/[he end ef Chrjgtjanig may

The cinema had other problems too. Town’ of Christiania, Denmark's 700 come about more from tactical
The attendance slump which all cinemas strong, six year long squat, faced ineffectiveness than the combined force
face over the summer was under way; eviction from the government. 30,000 of army and police,-who are in the last
there were frictions between the people came to Copenhagen and formed resort unlikely to disobey orders and

y distribution and cinema sides of the a human chain-—hand in hand-around ‘side with Christiania against the state
experimental films which included I collective, but more acute was the Christiania in a mass symbolic gesture. 1:] Pete Brawne ' ' e
Battle of/4lgiers and Ireland Behind the programming situation. The lull in

independent film making over the last
two years was causing the supply of N

Winstanley and La Cecilia. Over the "suitable features to dry up. This
next five years it collectivised itself, 0 problem was made worse by the fact
began regular Sunday film-nights at the that TOC,had little or no money with
Collegiate, leased the empty Kings Cross which to secure the new films that were ‘
Odeon to premiere Battle of Algiers,
and in the process set its sights on
establishing its own cinema. After
months of looking around TOC took an

available. ~ s
September saw the launch of an

abortive ‘Save The Other Cinema’
campaign. Its posters, supplying no -

option on the lease of the new basement other information than the campaign
cinema in Tottenham Street, the site of
the.old Scala, and launched a massive
fund raising appeal to find the £40,000
required to turn it from a concrete shell
into a fully equipped cinema. In June
'76, under increasing pressure from the about to lose its only Left and feminist

slogan, must have gone a long way to
reassuring people that the TOC crisis
was not a serious one. Unsurprisingly
the campaign netted just £1000. Most
people still did not know London was

cinema’s owners (National Car Parks) to * film venue. For a dispirited collective,
take up or relinquish the lease, TOC split over the need to jeopardise both
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Streetllfe Christiana style. Waiting for the rain?
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Riots have been a persistent feature of
prison life in Spain for the last ten years.
During this time seven people have been
killed and many seriously injured. The
most recent wave of rioting originated
the summer before last when, on july
(28, the government declared an
amnesty for political prisoners which
totally ignored ‘common’ prisoners. As
news of their exclusion from the
amnesty spreao prisoners reacted by
going onto the roofs to demonstrate
their anger. They also began to talk
about organising. As a result of the
disturbances thirty four prisoners were
transferred to other prisons, mainly to
the central prison at Ocana, thirty miles
south of Madrid, where the organisation
begun on the roofs acquired strength,
and COPEL (Coordinadora de Presos
Espanoles en Lucha-—Coordination of
the Prison Struggle) was formed to
unite prisoners across Spain in revolt
against their subhuman living
conditions. And when these prisoners
were moved again the movement spread
with them. In january this year COPEL
issued its first manifesto, The Demands
of COPEL, calling for the abolition of
Franco’s laws and prisons in favour of a
popular justice.

COPEL demands: l . A major reform
of the Penal Code and the Law of
judicial Procedure, to bring justice to
the people. A t present justice is a thing
exclusively for the use of the ruling
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watch over our rights and to bring their
infringement to public attention.
Democratic rights in all prisons. 4. The
removal of all magistrates, public

class. 2. The abolition ofmilitary prosecutors, judges, police and prison
tribunals, the Law of Social Danger and officers appointed by Franco, regardless
the Law of Public Health. The sole
purpose of these laws is to legitimise

of rank. The creation ofjuries chosen
from the people. The creation of

dictatorship and repression. 3. The popular commisions directly in charge
abolition of Franco ‘s prison codes. The ofprisons. 5. While a new prison code
legalisation ofprisoners associations to
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is being prepared, major improvements
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should be made in sanitation, hygiene
and prison food, and in prisoners’
contact with the outside. Tl7e.'lnhuman
punishment cells should be closed. The
exploitation in the workshops should be
ended. The prisoners transferred as a
result of the events at Carabanchel last
February should be immediately
returned. 6. COPEL does not regard
prison reform as its ultimate objective,
although it does see it as a necessary
stage. lts ultimate objective is to open
prisons up. They should cease to be
places ofpunishment They should be

 places where someone who has
committed a crime would be treated asorthern anarchist-feminist ~ hm» baa we prewar we
emotional needs, and with rights which

_ must be respected in all circumstances.
November 19/20 saw the first Northern deep conditioning overriding our We are 0”’C"5‘5' We ha.’/8 ‘fee’? .
anarchist-feminist conference, in Leeds’
Swarthmore Centre. Although not
widely publicised 40 women attended
from all overthe North of England, a
good size for a conference--not big D
enough to be fraught and impersonal.
Rather than having workshops on
specific subjects the conference was
organised in small groups which stayed
together throughout the weekend. This
seemed to work very well, working
through the agenda together rather
than having to choose between
different workshops. You felt part of a
group, talk flowed very easily from
issue to issue, always returning to our
own experience, and we were all sorry
to split up at the end.

Discussion centred on two broad
areas. The first around questions of
lifestyle-problems of working withl
living with men, with women; issues
around sexuality, monogamy and
jealousy, many of us were trying or had
tried to live in non-exclusive
relationships, and though our responses
varied widely, could sympathise with
one another’s struggles, child-care ,
especially the problems of mothers and
children living collectively. We talked
alot about children-—the difficulty of
getting people to take real collective
responsibility for them, our own
feelings of possessiveness.

The second major area of concern
was the complex of issues around rape,
violence and the struggle against fascism
We discussed our experiences of
violence, sexual and other assaults,
together with our own fears. Some of
us tended to look for non-violent
responses while others were willing in
theory to hurt men badly, although our
experience was that we were in general
incapable of violent self-defence, our i fiSophie Laws ’ Since the major riot at Carabanchel if continuednextpage

feminist decisions. Many of us had been
been critical of Zero printing the
London Anti-Rape groupls statement
uncritically. Although we agree that
rape must_;be recognised as a crime we
felt it wrong for feminists and
anarchists not to admit to any doubts
about using the police, courts and
prison to deal with rape.

The final plenary session consisted of
(hard to summarize) general discussion
of the direction of the anarcha-feminist
movement (or whatever). Although
very positive, the issues. got really
tangled and women obviously did have
quite deep disagreements. Some
women felt we should be getting into
more action, others wanted to see the
development of clearer revolutionary
theory. There was some debate around
the idea of working out theory—some
sisters seeing in theory the beginning of
a monolithic anarcha-feminist ‘line’ and
others seeing descent into vagueness
and confusion in its absence. Again, to
what extent does our use of the word
‘anarchism’ tie us to the male anarchist
tradition? There was a general feeling
that ‘old anarchists’ should be read
with a feminist consciousness for what
is useful in them, but most women who
attended would see patriarchy as the
most fundamental form of oppression,
and authoritarian behaviour as having
its roots in the patriarchal family, a
perspective which clearly necessitates
considerable revision of traditional
anarchism. l think everyone found the
conference, and its social (with
Clapperclaw) constructive and
enjoyable.

We decided to convene another
conference for early this year. (Other
re ions organise them for yourselves‘)

judged and condemned with inpunity _
by openly fascist tribunals and under
unjust laws. We have a right to amnesty,
to give us an equal part in the building
of a more just social system. Finally
our principal aims are: to establish"a
basis of organisation for all the
prisoners of the state, to struggle within
the prisons for our demands, and to be
part of the struggle of all people against
‘reformed dictatorship ’ and to wards
democracy and socialism.

At the beginning of June 77 COPEL
called a strike. Immediately a thousand
prisoners struck in the workshops and
some fifteen hundred prisoners
commenced hunger-strike. Prisoners’
families began, for the first time, to
take part in COPEL organisation (12
were subsequently imprisoned for their
part). To draw attention to the strike
demands COPEL members repeatedly
cut their wrists in court rooms whenever
called to appear. The strike was called
off during the election campaign and all
political parties involved were called on
to recognise the demands of the prisoner
prisoners. ‘But it got us nowhere.
They have done nothing for us, only
Accion Comunista and the CNT have
helped us. The rest--nothing. But why
should we expect them to help, or even
understand us, as they never helped us
when they were prisoners themselves? . .
People like Camacho, Sartorius, Sanchez
Montero, Lobarto (all trade union
leaders or Communists) who jave spent
so many years behind bars, ignore us as
if we were filth without even the right
to live’. . . yet, they have been criminals
just like us, for having broken unjust
laws . . . or is it that they were S
convicted by fascist tribunals and we
were not?’

simultaneous hunger strike.
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that occurred last February, serious
rioting has spread to prisons throughout
Spain from Basauri to Cordoba,
Barcelona to El Puerto each supported
by growing popular feeling outside. An
anarchist prisoners support group,
formed within the CNT, questioning the
existence of prisons at all in a recent
explanation of what they were doing,
said ‘It can only be hypocrisy to suggest
that prisoners in them. If one thing is
clear it must be that prisons do neither-
rather, as has often been said, they
corrupt those inside them. Prison is

I lsociety s ultimate and most brutal
defence against those who undermine
its norms. Prisons, like other -
institutions of society, are closely
bound up with ‘normality'—in this case
the norm of law. ‘Normality’ and
‘legality’ are defined by the powerful,
in their own interests. The ‘legality’ of
the powerful inevitably creates its
opposition, ‘crime’. Normality, law and
crime are only concepts defined by
those in power for their own purpose.
lf you reject the society they
presuppose, they become meaningless.
Support for the prisoners struggle is a
great deal more than an act of charity, it
is an indisbensible part of the struggle
against power and exploitation.’
E) Edited and translated from Bicicleta

by Alan Bray.

COPEL staged a further demonstration
in their campaign for complete amnesty
on jan l 7, when 200 prisoners at s
Barcelona ’s ll/lodelo prison cut their
wrists or swallowed dangerous objects.
The remaining 800 prisoners began a
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Heseltine and
B ant get just
Ever felt like squelching a gooey,
sticky, cream topped pie right in the
face of one-—-or more---of the bosses and
media stars who manage modern life?
Affirmative? Then read with caution.
Pieing leading public shitheads has been
a regular recourse of America’s
dispossessed ever since the emergence
of the Yippie movement, but until the
Anarchist Party of Canada (G roucho-
Marxist) called for an International Pie
Week for November 4-1 l, no attempt
had been made to unleash an offensive
nationwide.

Friday November 4 saw the first
action as Watergate conspirator Frank
Sturgis gets a pie as he leaves a New
York courthouse. Unlucky pieperson
Aron Kay is caught while making his
escape. (Two days later Kay urged ‘Let
a thousand pies fly’ during a San
Francisco smoke in and was -
immediately pied himself). On the
Monday Canadian Groucho-Marxists of
the APC(G-M) dramatically splat
federal cabinet minister Marc Lalonde
with a Bug Cream pie. In Vancouver
three days later cabinet minister Ron i
Basford is next victim of a pie in the
face. Basford had recently signed
extradition papers on American Indian
Movement militant Leonard Peltier,
sending himback to face two life
sentences. Responsibility for the action
was claimed by the New Questioning
Coyote Brigade. The same day yet
another cell of the APC(G-M) strikes in
Regina, close to the American border.
A meeting is taking place called by the
President of Robinhood Multifoods to
defend the shooting of seven strikers
at his Montreal flour mills. During the
meeting a Groucho¥Marxist walks onto

ustratonCffHarper
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Des Moines,; l0Wa- B“"°”B " " american anti-gay crusader and

the stage and scores a direct hit. Next
to taste the wrath of pie throwers is
provincial welfare minister Bill Vander
Zalm. By the end of pie week, the
North American press were getting very
flustered over this new and sinister
form of guerrilla warfare. Headlines

‘generally one of the most unpleasant K
people in the universe, was attending a
press conference in Des Moines, Iowa.
While talking about the ideas behind
her proposed “homosexual
rehabilitation centers”, pieperson Tom
Higgins stepped up and . . . . .nice
photo ain’t it? A sobbing Bryant made

read ‘Harmless pie throwers possible (an: unaignifled exit, praying
assassins’ andcalls were made for pie
control laws.

Finale of the week came as the
national conservative party leader joe
Clark arrived for an official visit to
Vancouver. At an airport press
conference, while confidently
surrounded by bodyguards, he scoffed
at the idea of falling victim to an apple
and cream surprise. A short while later
a member of the New Questioning
Coyote Brigade pushed through _
Clarke’s bodyguard and bounced a E
coconut cream off him.

The Pieing of the Year had, however,
already taken place a few weeks before
International Pie Week. Anita Bryant,

‘Action wasn’t all overseas; shadow
secretary for the environment, our very
own Michael Heseltine, connected with
an apple pie covered in cream just as he’
finished a lunchtime speech at Leeds
University on November 4. As he sat
down anarchist student Herbert Dixon
stepped forward and aimed his pie.
Heseltine managed to deflect some pie
onto the floor by shielding his face but
sustained dollops of cream on his suit
and hair. lncensed students of the
University ’s Conservative Association,
who had organised the meeting, chased
after Dixon as he raced through the
rear exit but failed to catch him up.
[1 Pete Webb
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Longstanding militant, writer and
founder of the international anarchist
review Interrogations, Louis Mercier
Vega, suicided on November 26, at the
age of 63, in France. Founding
Interrogations in 1974, he ran the
review for its first two years before
passing control over the the ‘Italian
management’ of the Turin collective.
Determined that he himself would
decide the conclusion of his activism
rather than physical or mental
deterioration, he had announced to
close friends shortly before his death
that in 1973 he had taken a decision to
live four years. An anarchist militant
from youth, he was a founding member
of the International Group of the
Durrutti column, fighting in Saragosa,
Sietamo, Farlete and Perollguera. With
the crushing of Republican Spain he
worked tirelessly in support of Spanish
comrades, eventually taking refuge in
South America at the start of the _
second world war. On returning to
France, Mercier Vega concentrated his
work for twenty years on observation
and analysis of Latin American society.
Apart from these writings (he also
wrote under the names Santiago Parane
and Charles Ridel—-names reflecting his
Chilean/French origins) he is best
known for his book L ’i'ncrevable
anarchisrne (Resurgent Anarchism),
published in 1970. He died at a point
when, although tired, friends knew him
to be happy, strong and confident in
Interrogations’ new collective. The
forthcoming Interrogations 13 contains,
in tribute, an interview with Mercier
Vega, together with his essay ‘Affinity
Groups’, one of the first studies of the
organisational problem within the
specific anarchist movement. I

Three days before Christmas at the
Old Bailey Anarchist Black Cross
members Phil Ruff, Dave Campbell and
Brian Gibbens were each given a harsh
seven years on counts of armed robbery
and possession of firearms following the
hold up of a Lewisham betting shop last
October at which all three were
arrested. Currently in Wormwood
Scrubs the three face serving, with
remission, at least three years, unless
their appeal is successful. Phil Ruff is a
writer on the Anarchist Black Cross
paper Blacle Flag and Dave Campbell is
a member of the Cocleaygne folk group.

Milanese author and friend of
Duchamp, Arturo Schwartz, the only
person ever to have slapped Tristan
Tzara’s face and shout ‘Stalinist
bastard’ simultaneously, stopped off in
London recently on his way to Canada
and the United States to finalise details
for the launching of a new anarchist
cultural magazine Anarchos. Schwartz
said the magazine would come out four
times a year, a single theme to each
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Stammhelm demonstration
Eight people are to appear in court group of around 40 of us being told to
from March 21-23, after being arrested continue marching, while the rest were

December 10, held to protest against
the mufdfiffi Oi the RAF PFi50fl@I'5 in head for the nearest tube station. About

on a demonstration in London on I told to disperse.
Those told to continue decided to

Stammheim and Stadelheim prisons. 7100 yards from the station the police
About 200 people took partin the

march, Whl¢h had been W8-i1"l5@d bi’ ihfi split up into groups of 2 or 3 before we
Black Aid group as part of an
international day of action. There were
a large number of police present
throughout. -

After a few comrades had been
allowed to hand in a list of demands to
the German Embassy, including the
immediate release of lrmgard Moeller
who survived the Stammheim killings,
and of Klaus Croissant, one time lawyer
of some of the RAF prisoners, now
himself facing a life (or death) sentence
in Stammheim; the police informed us
‘you’ve had your little march so now
you can all go home’. The march was
then split in two by the police, with a

again stopped us and told everyone to

could go any further. A scuffle started"
as they began to forcibly take down the
few flags and banners people were still
holding. Then the pigs let fly, arresting
or beating up anyone they felt like "
doing.

The 8 arrested were taken to Gerald
Road station, while other people were
pushed down into the tube and onto the
the nearest train. Of those arrested 7 have
have been charged with obstruction and
one with assault. Two German
comrades have had theirpassports
taken by the police. All have pleaded
not guilty and been remanded on bail
after two court appearancesl:l

already exist for an English language
edition if Anarchos meets with Italian
success. I

J ' -

committal hearing last November.
Colonel ‘B’ is of course, as readers of
the Dec ’74 issue of the Royal Signals
magazine Wire will know, Colonel
H.A. johnstone ex-Royal Signals now
with Army General Staff DI24 _( ie
SIGINT). Peace News and The L‘eveller
need our support, initially by all
anti-authoritarian papers reprinting in
solidarity. It is no coincidence that the
threatened magazines have the largest
circulation of all the anti-authoritarian
press.

Currently sustaining the fullest force
of racism in this country, the Asian
community has the least developed
political consciousness ofitsown
experience and identity of all black
groups. Until recently the choice facing
Asian militants has been to work either
with the South Asian left or with the
left here, both inadequare in terms of
dealing with racism in Britain
(eighteen months ago IS ISWP now]
lost three quarters of its black caucus
following the relegation of its campaign
against racism in favour of the Right
To Work).However the setting up of
Asian women’s centres in Manchester
and Battersea, and, more recently, the
launching of ll/lukti, an English language
Asian militant paper for Southall youth,
are signs that this is now changing.
Produced by a group of Indian,
Pakistani and Singhalese militants
meeting since last june, the pilot issue
of ll/lul-"eti' (Liberation) sold out soon
after it appeared in December. Despite
the favourable response to the pilot
issue the collective was left critical of
its own political position, which it saw
as having too many residues of white
analysis, rather than black experience,
of racism. Having taken the interim
months to develop in a more black
nationalist direction, ll/luleti will appear
regularly from March, and can be
contacted c/o Hortus~ Road Southall,
Middlesex (01-328 5338)l:l
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Zero is an anarchist/anarcha-feminist
newsmagazine produced by a mixed
collective, mainly from East London
(see Anarchism/Feminism in Zero 1 for
a statement of our ideas). Zero is
looking for streetsellers (pick up Zeros
from Rising Free—cash returned against
unsold copies) and distributors abroad.
Contact us through address below.
 

Production: Zero Collective.
01-359 9791. c/o Rising Free,
182 Upper Street, lslington,
London N1. England.
 

Typesetting: Bread ‘n Roses.
01-485 4432
 

Process Camera: Chris Broad
01-359 4794
 ’

U K Distribution: Publications
Distribution Coop. 01-251 4976
 

USA Distribution: Carrier Pigeon,
88 Fisher Avenue, Boston,

The anniversary of the charges against Maggaehuggettg, 02120
Crispin Aubrey, john Berry and
Duncan Campbell, who are thought to
have originally incurred the wrath of
the British Defence establishment by
their suggestion that Britain’s own
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) was '
largely under the thumb of the
American National Security Agency,
occurs on February 19. A glance at
Agitprop shows that the ABC Defence
Campaign plans to celebrate the
anniversary in its own special way. So
too the Special Branch. They spent the
end of the month visiting a large
number of people connected with The
Leveller and Peace News informing
them that both magazines were to be
charged with contempt of court for
publishing the name of the mysterious
Colonel ‘B’, prosecution witness at
Aubrey, Berry and Campbell’s
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Anticopyright if this credit: Zero,
anarchist/anarcha-feminist
newsmagazine, is given, except tor
commercial use for which standard
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* Sorry for this issue's lateness. In one
or two issues time Zero will be printing
an Anti-authoritarian Yellow Pages as a
special supplement. All activitiesl
campaignsjmagazineslpressl
organisations/groups who see
themselves as anti-authoritarian should
send us the following information on a
filing card, regardless of whether they
have been listed inagitprop, as soon as
possible: 1) Name of group; 2) Brief
description of activities and/or other
necessary information; 3) Updated
contact addresslphone no.
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basis for closer forms of cooperation between anarchist/Iiibertarian groups. In otheriwordsan anti-authoritarian refvosrliitionaryi movement, 'a’lth‘o
revolutionaryanti-authoritarian position consists in and how it differentiates from a Marxist-Leninist one. After more than a‘~yearfin§circula
experience. Although mostfeedback‘ came from people who were in broad agreement, and discussion centred around “Aways;of*expa_ndi,ng<Ialnd’;el
on the other hand was strongly supportive. For our part, we hope that further developments ofthestatement include-. a more fundamCentaI;5i5
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Anti-authoritarian Revolutionary Movement: Draft Theses For Principles Of Unity originatedfias a xeroxed cli_scussion_Tstaiteimentcirculated thre‘
im erialism ‘in the bell f the beast’, the ARM statementhas obvious relevancefor us here. It is the outcome of the concern ofvarious, alrea

reliability of the ‘imperialist military,technologicaI and
administrative machine.

|- _

_ -ll

— ' . C WE ARE BOUNDTOGETHER IN CQMRADESHIP f I - C ' I ' T
THE TASK OF REV0L..UI~l*9NAlSlE5. ls To MAKE R AND 5Q|_||)AR|'|"§Y}C ~ C N F , ITHE SYSTEIWOF PHYSICAL AND PSYCFIOILOGNICHL
THE RE¥OLUiTlON‘5’THE TASKNOF      I F §‘DOMlNA'If|_0N,’WH*lCH* FUNCTIONS‘?'T0EKiEiEP,US IER,EVOLUTl0NsARl‘ES‘ IN THE UNITED STATES is T0 ;   A  A A   THE STATE OF ECONOMTC SLAVERY ,N.CC:r.His_
MAKE THEE-REVOLUTION HERE. _ T r -- - -isQc|E..‘|'Y", |S |.||rERARcHY AND AU-'|'|*-|()R|1'.. ti

I‘ .- . r-_-

Nobody else can_d’oTt for us; and it is for ourselves that I ‘BUT THE TASKS AND OF OUR A  
‘W16 fl7lC&l(B~.IZl"l8 l'EVOlLl'lIIOl1—-&l‘l OT US, 35 C0l'l1l'3.ClBS and equals, E REVOLUTION VERY I |[5 main e)(’p|-'e55jQf;5 jn this’ are [hg’fg(fj$j77,' géxjg"

"C‘1Bether. TH EIRS, AND THE STRATEGY, TACTICS, AND A"d.“9Al5'" ‘”l‘l°l‘ °PP'°55 Ami %°PA'Al? “S Ami ?*°:‘i “S A_ ORGANTZATTONAL FORMS OF THETR STRUGGLE against _eac_h other, anct the €l1Tl!‘lSfl7_ Wl'IlCl‘l_C0l']TClTTZl0flS thef I
~ D0 NOT |N GENERAL FORM MODELS FOR Us vast majority of us to e con ormist pgSfillVEdErSO‘WEl;SelEe

. ” N ’ ’  , _ ' experts, bureaucrats and self-promote e A ,
THERE HAS BEEN NO SUCCESSFUL WORKING We Cd" dhd lTlU5i leaf" lTOlh The" O><POl’_l,OhOO> A5 We h'lU5i Ito “compete” to rise in the hierarchy and become I
CLASS REVOLUTION IN ANY ADVANCED liialgh h'Ol'"hThO Oxpgllehfie Oi All T.OVOlUllOhdTY 3l5TU88lO5 “leaders” or “vanguards“ ourselves. The struggle against
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRY. lh Ulhdh l5lOTY- Ul t O 5iTdTO8Y.- TAOHO5, Ah OT8-'=1hl' hierarchy and authoritarianism is both external and

1 . . ‘ ' I forms of the revolutionar stru le in advanced ' |._. h ' ‘ t ' b th nem.,. Th C T Th I T h b h ?AUO"'3_ _ _ Y_ 88 _ _ interna t at IS, agains _our oppression y e e y,
un5eu’,:EE;;§u| ,jj’egm',j’,§,§’TF’j9%’§?ii’ pg/ficeeigdt e~ "}Otlll15i1l:'ldl 5_O<;lOTY gift llO|)lN Pllmdflly llOh;l,l1hO ¢OhOllllO"5 and against the conditioning in ourselves and in the
Czech05|0.,_,akia_ F O A SOOIO Y Ah TOT" O O><POllOh¢O5 O OUT OW" movement. Most of us are_awa_re of the need to struggle

C- 5'U'U88lO, "Oi h'Ol'h ihO 5iU<3lY Oi thOOTY T-"lhd PTd¢lllOO against the racism and sexism in the movement and in
OOTIVOO HOT" the TOVOlUllOh~‘1TY 5iTU88lO5 Oi Uh<3lOT' R ourselves-—even though the struggle often gets little more
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developed societies—even if that practice were successful

IARIANISM IN ALL ITS FORMS. N C - ~ E
I |-

. _ I . - _ r I ;
' . | - |_ . ‘ | —

than lip-service. But the profoundly reactionary role of
T]-|E SUCCESSFUL (;()|y||y|UN|5'|' pAR"|'Y-|_E[) I lhOlO- A  is A elitism and vanguardism in our_movement isn’t even H

NS OF THE 20TH CENTURY SUPPORT AND SOLIDARITY ARE NOT PRIMARILY widelv reeesneed We revenelile end relflferee ew“REVOLUTIO , y ‘ _ _ _ - _ _ (_ _
BEGINNING WITH THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION OF A MATTER OF ADMIRATION OR IMITATION. THE OOhOli_|O"lh8 tO OOhlOTl'hliY ll] hlelalchlfidl SUUOTUTOS UV I’
1917, HAVE ALL OCCURRED IN UNDER- A GREATEST SERVICE WE CAN RENDER THE Pdl'TOllh8 thOOlOl'Odl ¢OhO_OPlllOh5 dhd 5TTU¢iUTAl _TOl'lTl5
DEVELOPED AN D/OR COLONIAL COUNTRIES. PEOPLES OF TH EKTHIRD WORLD I5 TO MAKE A derived from the struggle in underdeveloped societies.- . v REVOLUTION HERE—lN THEBELLY or THE BEAST. (E><erni>leS= The eeneeptidn ef the knewms endThe strategy and tactics of those revolutions, the structure FOR IN FREEING OURSELVES WE GET OUR manipmaflng livanguardij contrasted with ignorant
of the Communist parties, and the development of state IMPERTAUST RUUN LAS ' ,. ,, - d d . L, . , Wh ti 7. B D
power after those revolutions all reflect that fact. It IS no AND How BETTER Cg,$wE 3€PFIYT.HEé’:, __n,;3€’)S|?§hé§'fi'$x,{”,?S‘;:’a Ten ,’gO2fi”a’{la5t,mg,wflenOeVin one
accident that a communist movement modeled after and C . .it ‘O A BYunsuccessful in making the revolution in anadvanced C ‘ C '  _ C C » '  rationafizegdgb the__*_|-ea] Znoughaneid for 5e¢uri’ty fmm
industrial society. In those advanced industrial countries, I I ’ the T S but vxhith ,.e,.,“y Serves to h--idé-I a"§"fia"fi'1S'}§'tTi'-f‘y" the;
like France, ItalY.- Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and-- R rmepog {he “van uardn Organization from the tltmassesii
by now—Russia, where Communist parties hold strong ' ' C v d T h H‘ dg h- Hf th H d H ) C
positions of power, whether in the government or, i THE TASK OF OUR REVOLUTION IS TO DESTROY an O t 6 ea ers ‘p mm 6 Ca res '
supposedly, in the opposition, they have played not a
revolutionary role, but usually a conservative, or at most

THE ECONOMIC POWER OF THE MONOPOLY
CAPITALIST RULING CLASS; TO SMASH ITS

reformist, role, and often a clearly -counterrevolutionary POLITICAL SYSTEM OF DOMINATION WITHIN THE THE PROLETARTAN REVOLU-|-|0N TN ADVANCED

I‘

IT TO DESTROY ALL FORMS OF OPPRESSION AND-R
DOMINATION OF HUMAN BEINGS OVER EACH
OTHER. OUR TASK IS TO REPLACE THE CLASS

EGALITARIAN, ANTI-AUTHORITARIAN, AND
LIBERATING IN ITS AIMS AND ITS RESULTS. ONL
A REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT THAT REFLECT

COFMMUNISM--FROM EACH ACCORDING To THEIR 5O‘3lETY OF OOM'NATlON OF THE MANY ‘N THE 7 AND EXPRESSES THIS IN ITS STRATEGY, ITS C
ABILITY, TO EAcH ACCORDING TO THEIR NEED- INTEREST OF THE FEW,BY THE Cl-A55LE55 TACTICS, Aiio ITS ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS, CA

A DER CONDITIONS or OOMMUNl5T SOCIETY OF FREE AND EQUAL MAKE A REAL CONTRIBUTION To sucH AIS NOT POSSIBLE UN  I
SCARCITY. IT IS ONLY POSSIBLE AFTER THE HUMAN BElNO5- REVOLUTION.
PRODUCTWE FORCES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED R The A.R./l/l. must function through self-disciplined i
TO THE DEGREE WHERE IMPORTANT GENUINE A The economic precondition for Communism-—-the Tresponsib/egcooperation between Aqua/5, irrespective of
NEEDS CAN IN FACT BE MET. - _ developmentof the productive forces to the stage where Cmc,-G/, Sexuayi 0,. age divisions, based on Comm-dejy I
Scarcity and the need for capital development create and Cal’ 'mp°“3:n‘ g.e"u'ne need? can p9‘e""i"l.( be met” respect for people and for differences. We recognize thatalread exists in advanced industrial societies Our 6| h b| ' ‘T fcontinually recreate inequality, privilege, exploitation, and C ‘Y . A - ' is . in the absence of valid mod s, no-one as a ueprin o
coercion. The great historical task of the revolutionary Pllmaly tF"5k.'5 not the l""‘h.e’: development of ploductlve of how to make the revolution, and that diversity,
liberation struggles in the underdeveloped world is that
development of the productive forces which in the West
was carried out by capitalism and the bourgeois revolution
In the era of Imperialism, that task can no longer be -
carried out by the national bougeoisie or in a “free
enterprise” framework. The economic and state forms
established, by the Communist Party—-led revolutions do
not come after capitalism, but essentially instead of F
classical capitalism. They initiate a development which,
in the case of the Soviet Union, has led not towards
communism but towardsrelatlons of production and
forms of organization increasingly similar to the
bureaucraticvmonopoly capitalism of the United States.
Developments in China, in spite of important differences
and especially the heroic popular struggles in the
cultural revolution.

_- -_ _. ‘I
I

THE REVOLUTIONARY LIBERATION FIGHTERS IN
THE CTHIRD WORLD ARE OUR COMRADES AND
ALLIES IN OUR COMMON STRUGGLE AGAINST
THE COMMON ENEMY—-THE U.S. IMPERIALIST
RULING CLASS. A _
Their victories are victories for us, because they weaken
the stranglehold of the imperialist economic system,
which oppresses us as well as them. In weakening the
imperialists’ ability to rule, they create the preconditions
for our successful revolution; they destroy the myth of
the ruling class’s invincibility and give us confidence in

forces, or to increase the efficiency or total amount of initiative and experimentation among serious people I
”’d"’5“’a‘ production‘ ‘T ‘S To OVERTURN THE - respecting and supporting eachother are a strength, notCAPITALIST EXPLOITATIVE AND OPPRESSIVE
RELA TIONS OF PRODUCTION. It is to turn production
from profitable waste and profitable engines of N
destruction to the satisfaction of human needs. It is to
liberate ourselves from slavery to an economic system
run wild in the insane pursuit of profit and power for the I
monopoly capitalist ruling class; to liberate ourselves
from the systems of material, physical, and psychological
domination, which function to keep us in that state of
economic slavery; to liberate ourselves from the
dehumanization and alienation of all life and all social *
relations which result from that system.

OUR REVOLUTION WILL NOT REPLACE ONE SET
OF ORGANIZERS, ADMINISTRATORS, RULERS, BY
ANOTHER SET ON THE GROUNDS THAT THE i
SECOND SET IS BETTER EQUIPPED TO RUN THINGS
“FOR use, IN OUR INTEREST. THE PROLETARIAT
-wHicH’ IS THE VAST MAJORITY IN ADVANCED
INDUSTRIAL SOClETY—WlLL RUN THINGS
COLLECTIVELY av OURSELVES, AS EQUALS, AS
WELL AS FOR OURSELVES. WORKING CLASS
POWER IS THE SELF-DETERMINATION or THE
VAST MAJORITY, NOT THE DICTATORSHIPOF A
VANGUARD PARTY, IN THE NAME OF THE
WORKING CLASS, OVER THE WORKING CLASS, OR
THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OVER THE PARTY, OR
THE POLITBUREAU OVER THE CENTRAL '
COMMITTEE OVER THE PARTY, OR THE POLIT- ' '

our ability to overthrow it? Our resistance, in turn, aids E, BUREAU ()\/ER THE CENTRAL (;()MM|-|"|"EE, QR A
their struggle by weakening the effectiveness and _ T|-|E “|_EA|)ER" OVER T,|-|E P()|___|TBU_REAl_j_ I
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a weakness. We also recognize that thedevelopment of
honest comradely relations as equals, basedon mutual
responsibility trust and respect, is no small task. -We are "
alil(_c,ondiy.tione,dvto the racist, sexist, ageist and elitist, .
stereotypes, and to the authoritarian I pattern of contempt
andtjvhatrfid for other people and for ourselves, Wl'llCl'l

E make use-take manipulation, and lying to each other and‘
5 fucking each other over, sasmatters of cou rse.-in relations
j between people. The struggle to develop and maintain
responsibility and respect tinsreiations with people is an

1 ongoing most important part of our intemaistruggle.
ill/ithout tige movegzemt ii gloometcnl tip fieurofgic Iegc;
nppmg ac -up me ec ua r y or o o ow- e- ea er

mind/ass authoritarian sectarialnism.
l!‘

‘qt .i-iiHt".-. err--_.___-‘*_,|'_".r,-5.?/‘Q’-1-.._g,,____

The revolution IS a protracted ongoing process, and we
are in its ‘earl stages Organlzatxonal forms and forms ofY s -
struggle will change and develop with‘ experience and
experimentation. Right now, all we can say are some
principles which seem to us to follow from current
experience, andfrom the considerations of points (l) to
9

( )Organizationally, we believe that the best form for the
present is autonomous small affinity groups and s
collectives freely communicating with and supporting
each other. This seems to give the best chance for ~
Initiative and growth, and experimentatiln, as well as the
best defense against repression and infiltration. Gradually,
with experience, and as the struggle develops, closer
working relations based on equality and mutual respect
will develop between these groups.

We believe that bothabove-ground and underground
forms of-struggle are needed. ln general, we favor forms
ofdirect action of poor and oppressed people that have a
liberating effect, both objectively and psychologically;
that open up possibilities of initiative and freedom,
personal growth and independence from the system; that
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ugh Seattle’s Left Bank Bookstore inSeptember ’75. Although generated very much from the experience of living on the inside of American -
ly loosely connected, activist groups around Seattle (including the Left Bank project) to develop at viable anti-authoritarian revolutionary politic as a
gh at expresslyis not the intention of the ARM statement to start an organisationibut to conltribute toorganisation through discussingwhat a_
1 the original statement hasbeen revised and updated (March '77) into a second draft inlcorporatinga yea_r’s suggestions, criticismsand fresh
arlfyigngythestatement, there was strong disagreement from several groups over its support fo_r .gue_rillaaction.i Feedbackfrom imprisoned guerillas
gnltion rofpatria'rchy. Meanwhile Zero prints itfor the first time in the UK, to initiate discussion and criticism, and above all, to helpget it together.
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lead to solidarity and mutual support and increased self-
confidence among the oppressed—-that is, the large
majority of us. We support struggles and actions that
rock the boat; that disturb the working of the empire and
thestate; that kick the shims out from under the system
and help bring it down; that sweaken the!-sabilityaof-the
ruling class to govern, and tend to destroy its confidence.

We criticize and oppose forms of struggle and ~
=Y tendencies that would placereliance onsrtihe system, tend

 to institutionalize the “opposition” within the system, or
provide careers for “movement leaders” within the

T system. We oppose tendencies that counteract people’s
y disillusionment and tend to restore their faith in thei
working of the system, or that tend to encourage leader-
worship or passive dependence on a “vanguard” or on
“gurus” in the movement. g y y

i Thus we support all struggles of third world peoples
in the U.S. against the oppressive racist hierarchy of this
system; we support the struggle of women and gay
people against the sexist authoritarian structure and for
personal freedom--while criticizing and combatting
tendencies towards cooptation or toward vanguardism
and elitism arising in all of these struggles.

We support the struggle of young people against the
ageist and sexist patriarchal authority system, and
equally the*struggle“of old and young alike against the
oppressive age segregation and phony youth cult P
inculcated by the system which degrades people into s
commodities and tools to be sold, used, discarded and
replaced by the shiny new model. - .

We support the economicand social struggles of poor
and working people and oppose their bureaucratic
containment within the workings of the system, whether
by CIA-controlled labor unions or poverty bureaucracies.

'We are all prisoners in this society, but we especiallly
support the struggle for freedom of all those locked down
fin the overt prisons and “asylums" of the system. _

We believe in the people arming themselves and learning
how to use arms as the ultimate defense against the
repressive measures of the authoritarian ruling class
(remember Chile!) and against therise of anew repressive
force. We support a wide variety of tactics (use your
imaginationl), including both non-violent direct action as
well as sabotage and guerrilla actions as forms of popular
struggle against the system. While being conscious of the
inherent danger of elitist tendencies arising in clandestine
conspiratorial organization, andscriticizing and
combatting the vanguardism and elitist false conscious-
ness often expressed, by existing underground groups, we
give critical support to these groups and defend them
unconditionally against the repressive onslaught of the
state. 3 A _ A

WE ARE A REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT, AND
THE TASK OF REVOLUTIONARIES IS TO GET IT
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Laurieston Gay Men's Week 1977 has been desefibed H8 beth the stone to social revolution marxism offers no refuge and there have
last spasm of the ‘counter culture’ G.L.F. and as the beginnings of a been few places to go since the collapse of G.L.F. in the early
new interest in the politics of personal liberation. The gay  seventies. The Laurieston conference has left a strong impression
movement, as a mass movement, no longer exists, many gay people ‘with many of us who were there, but it's impossible to say if it
have seen the limitations ofpurely ‘gay’ liberation and in their ‘worked’. Here, Jamie Lupin, one of the originators of the idea,
search for a ‘wider’ politics have been co-opted by the straight talks about his politics and his feelings about the week.
marxist left. For those who see personal liberation as the corner

I I something about why we’d come, who we were, whatFor eight days, from May 28 to June 5, between 25 t
and 35 gay men lived together in Laurieston Hall. Men we did, and what we were hopeful for. We talked, 30

of us, about ourselves, our hopes, our fears and ourhadlheard about it through varioushaphazard channels,
needs for some hours. No-one’s keeping time. Theand came to find out what it was all about. ‘It’ turned

out to be ‘us’. We discovered that our lives and politics midges hover over our heads, the sun settles down into
were a pretty haphazard cross-section of mostly the treetops, long shadows, warm evening and a rising
middle-class, mainly English, white gay men. Our _ ‘ moon. Two men go off to cook supper, there are new
politics varied from liberalism to anarchism, with CHE arrivals and the circle disperses to wander, talk,rest or
activists,socialists, Marxists and men committed to explore before supper.  
(cf)feminism, and those who took bits of each to make Already 3 lot of questions that have been in my
up our Own minds‘ our ages ranged from 20 to 50’ our A head for a long time have been aired. What is theknowledge of each other from zero to lover and . . . . - .everything between and beyond that For mysem I relatlonshlp between personal lllI|Jq6f&tlO1l;l|_3fld pfOll,|lI.lCEll
knew that activist radical gay men had a struggle which Struggle‘ How do Vi/eddgal Mth t 6.00% '6"? O . .eTg. . . , ' an, an e|n commltte to emlnls
’S pewlmrly Ours’ notiwgether wlth women but Close §’€r3l1ggl::<£gHao$ does this affgect our relationships withit ' ' dim th t e c - -O femlmsm It Seeme pmtant a W come the women’s movement, and our personal relat|onsh|pstogether, and If nothing else, at least express our with women? How do we break through our
imutual confusion. . . .r Oppl‘6SSlV6 ways of relatlng together as men, lfl groups

and in sexual and in non-sexual relationships? I wanted
to explore ways of relating to men in groups and in
sexual and non—sexual relationships-—-ways which
consciously blocked our impulse to compete and
repress feelings.

We sat in a circleson the lawn, the first Saturday
afternoon, and wondered why we were all there. I
needed to talk over my own feelings of anxiety about
being expected to be some kindof leader, about the
cost and financial problems of the event, and about my
feelings of responsibility. The reaction of the group
was comforting—Ifelt like I was going to get looked
after, rather than looked to as someone in a special
role. Having said and settled that, we were then left
with the uncomfortanle inertia of a group trying to
find direction without leadership. c

Saturday evening suppertime we attempted to form
a loose structure for the following day, so we wrote
‘topics to be discussed’ on the blackboard: being a
man; dance; the left; women/lesbians; monogamy,
living in the country; massage; health; poster making,
music; going to the seaside; lifestyles. Some of these
topics were going to be dealt with in workshops, butWe went round the circle, each of us in turn sav_ing_
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were more easily coped within unstructured groups or
in small or one-to-one conversations. Some of the
negative aspects of leaving such an event without
structure (though there wasn’t any choice) are more
apparent to me now——nobody made notes, reported
back from workshops to the whole group, made any
commitment to write down any thoughts or points of
discussion. This lack of pressure on the other hand
probably allowed for much freer flow of discussion.

Most mornings before breakfast David led dance r
workshops—-except for a couple of mornings when he
didn’t want to get out of bed and then Bill did it. With
French windows opening on to the lawn and the
morning sun pouring through the windows the
workshops took on a sort of absurd poufta poise, with
much staggering, wheezing, grunting and giggling. It
wasgood to share our mutual ineptitude, and also feel
the satisfaction of being able to do some of the
exercises well. A

On Sunday morning we played trust games. Itwas
interesting to see how the group functioned and how I
dealt with my impulse to take on a ‘leader’ role, or
alternatively a ‘looking-for-a-leader’ role. The games,
showed me some of the ways in which I see men as
‘attractive’, ‘old’, ‘young’, ‘working-class’ etc.,——and
how this affected my feelings towards them when it
came to trusting them with my physical safety. I
thought it was dangerous to put much emotional trust
into the games in themselves, since they were games,
and it’s easy to play games when you’re playing games,

j W r  continued next page
‘Iii’ 1-- '- . iii.
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if you see what I mean. Some men spoke later about capitalist commodity and the notion of ‘attractiveness’
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being let down as the easy atmosphere created during and ‘unattractiveness’ as a problem, it seemed enough
the trust games dissolved into familiar tensions and
feelings of isolation. There's danger in the notion that

to recognise a mutual awareness of the situation.
As our ‘process of struggle’ broadens with the

self-change is an easy and comfortable process. acknowledgement of mutual awareness, political
Personal liberation for men involves struggles as intense assertions and confrontations, although no less
and exhausting as any political confrontation. Games fearsome, become more realistic with a basis of mutual
and having a good time are an important part of both, trust and understanding to work from. Formerly, there
it’s important to be conscious of the who.le process

’ During Gay Men’s Week we did manage to use a

hasn’t been any concept of unity or solidarity in the
and not to put too much store by any single aspect of anti-sexist ‘men’s movement’ (if there is such a thing)it ._ .and ‘anti sexist’ men have constantly referred to the

women’s movement for support and validation. Men
number of techniques from different sources (being on have to form new models of behaviour for ourselves,
our best behaviour): trust games (from Esalen, Gestalt
etc.) co-counselling techniques derived from

with our own directions and our own nurturing i
support systems. It is only with this autonomous

Re-evaluation Counselling organisations; movement, support that we can struggle successfully to ‘become
breathing and massage techniques derived from bio- traitors to the class of men . . . by changing ourselves
energetics, and other sources. Most of the sources can from non-masculinists to anti-masculinists, and begin
be condemned for their bourgeois sexist ideology, but, attacking those aspects of the patriarchal system that
as men in a patriarchal society it was time to say ‘So most directly oppress us.’ ‘. .. Us’, ourselves, our
what?l!’ I feel committed to changing myself within oppression. But that doesn't mean ‘men’s liberation’
the context of my gay awareness of self-oppression
and that of a feminist analysis of sexism, my only

either. q
Trevor made that point alot for me. ‘lt’s our

course is to use means to a fuller self-awareness and oppression, we’ve got to keep at it.’ Our oppression
other-awareness. If these have been developed in a means, among alot of other things, our oppressi,veness—~
humanist psychology, or in spiritual philosophies or that seems clear. That also seemed to validate the
whatever, we can use them where they’re relevant to inward-looking emphasis of Gay Men’s Week.
our experience and ideas of change, without making q Pinpointing our oppression. But it also implies the
any alliance with the liberal, anti-gay, sexist, classist, necessity of direct action for change—-‘attacking those
racist philosophies in which their techniques are aspects of the patriarchal system which oppress us.’
enmeshed. (On one level this is a load of shit because I The possibilityof direct action was something we
know only a very few techniques and use even fewer, avoided—-the seeming impossibility of direct action-
so I can’t really preach fervent searches for, and use of, or the futility or ambiguity of it—defeated us. It gets
new Aids to a Higher Male Consciousness.’). tangled in the contradictions of male bravado/political

Excuses for not moving manifest themselves pretty assertion, personality cult/leaderless inertia, personal
frequently here in the summer. The weather was clear compromise and direct action within the Left/
and hot, and towards the end of the week most of us effeminist purity and maybe nowhere to go without
got out of our inhibitions and our clothes and got into the Left--or certainly with a lot of negative criticism
a lot of nudity and swimming. Brown rice, bubble gum from the Left.
and being naked under a straw hat in a wickerwork
chair on the lawns of Laurieston Hall all have a place
in my revolution. And romance still takes my breath
away and it gives me a perverse enjoyment to g
contradict my own dogma about romance and
monogamy. But with all those nature-study walks and
picnics at the seaside going on, I still felt a pressure to
resolve some of my anxieties--like how does a large organisations--the SWP, CP,-—they felt the need for the
group of men dealing with issues of feminism and
sexism remain inherently oppressive to women—or

‘Working in the Left’. Yeah, that was one of the
other workshops weavoided. The Left got heavily
bashed during the week, and not always fairIy——
although some of us had experience with the Left
which didn’t- incline us much to give a fuck whether
we were bashing fairly or not. There were some men
there quite heavily committed to working in Left

workshop, and I avoided it, I felt guilty and defensive
and protective of my anti-Left stand. I also felt

does it? Maybe that’s disappearing up my arse, maybe threatened because it seemed my ignorance of the
it’s best just to get on with it and not worry, but I. did mechanicsof Marxist politics would be exposed in
worry and the question nagged. such a workshopand that my very emotional and

Power and guilt, the balancing of how we act as men, 8Ut'T@fl¢'ElQ" OPPOSIUO" to Phe 5@>_<l5m Oi the Left
and identify as homosexual-—as men who are not ‘real
men’ and to whom the privileges of our gender remain
accessible. We use these privileges in subtle ways, in
our power through using them, power which is
difficult to differentiate from the political assertiveness
which we need to fight and survive, confront and
change ourselves and others. The power we possess as
men in a man ’s world is complicated by being middle-
class and articulate, and as gay men together by being
young, attractive, desirable etc. The power we were
coping with using and defusing at Laurieston was the
power in our relationships with other queers. We
talked about the possibility of having a positive self-
image, about regarding our own bodies as sexual and
attractive. It seems that this is much easier to do for
queers whose bodies comply with the desirability
standards meted out by the media and pornography,
and this reflects on our power in relationships, on our
confidence in groups, and our guilt feelings about
ourselves.,We did not want to give credence to sex as a

Class of ’7’T:fll:airistg::in ‘Gay Men§l_l_Veel_<, Rirkcudbrightshire.

would again be attacked with rationale and logic that I
couldn’t compete with. I do feel suspicious and
resentful of the Left, critical of their tactics, their
reluctance to understand or accept feminism. I react
heavily to this kind of statement from the Left-—‘The
belief that only the oppressed can understand, and
therefore combat, their own oppression led to the
creation of exclusionist tendencies—first along racial
lines and then along sexual lines, and ultimately, in an
absurdly logical extension, to exclusively lesbian
organisations, all-male gay groups, Jewish feminists,
Jewish lesbian feminists, fat feminists, etc.’ (from
Women and Revolution) This statement seems to
epitomise the way that the Left generally negates the
experience of the individual’s oppression in order to
construct a false ideal of unity and collective identity
as a basis for struggle. This peculiarly naive statement
totally denies the complexity of oppression--that
sexism and racism exist in the working class, that
racism and classism exist in the women's and gay

. Ii-.1. 1- 1- -. 'I'-|-|iIl- i - - - In In 1- 1|-I -In ‘I -qt. I|. B1 '— -1' —fi -I 1- -up. Ifl

movements, that classism and sexism exist in racial
minorities, and that self—oppression is an equally -
destructive element among all oppressed people. The
Left presents me with an enormous pressure, the
urgency for revolution against capitalism, that this
revolution means analysis, organisation and mass
action and to this end I must compromise my needs
as an emergent effeminist gay man and be prepared to
patronise, and be patronised by, my ‘comrades in
struggle’.

It was while attempting to spread the word about
Gay Men’s Week (through talking to radical gay men’s
groups-—mainly in London) that it came clear to me
that the idea of the event was counter-revolutionary
according to the dogma of the Left. The event had
nothing to do with the seizure of power on a mass
scale to create a new revolutionary state. It was to the
understanding, and dissolution of, oppressive power
that I felt I wasicommitted in helping to organise such
an event. I came to a simplistic realisation during the
week at Laurieston Hall; a realisation that is naive and
incomplete, but, nevertheless, one that was useful to
work with—-that all imbalance of power, all power
which oppresses stems from the initial seizure of
power by men from women—the power which has
been stolen by men. For men to seize power again, no
matter how oppressed they may feel, is to perpetuate
oppression. The Left without feminist awareness is
male. The seizure of power by the Left is the
perpetuation of oppression.

Later in the week we tried to put a poster together
on a silkscreen. We never got beyond the ideas stage.
Much of our discussion on the poster centred around
wanting to produce something which was critical and
nurturing at the same time. We tried to.create images
which showed the potential joy in relationships
between men and at the same time, not ignore that
relationships between men can be self-oppressive and
oppressive if we get trapped in the stereotyped roles
of male-bonding:-— butch/femme, subject/object,
dominant/submissive, master/slave or whatever.
Various words were worked around for two days, on
and off. ‘Men Can Be Men Without Oppressing Women’
was one which we thought over-the less euphoric,
more realistic version of ‘Men might possibly one day
if we try hard and struggle alot, be men without
oppressing women’, seemed to have lost some of its
impact. We gave up.

Instead of a poster, a mural was painted on the last
day ofthe week—-images of the remaining men against
a background of personal splendour, with the words
LOVING TRUSTING QUEERS IN RE\/OLT—
LAURIESTON GAY MEN’S WEEl<—-JUNE li977
floating on a procession of white clouds.

Reaffirmation of the word QUEER came about
because a lot of us felt the word ‘gay’ to be trivialising
and euphemistic, and that, it wasn't enough that it was
a word chosen by homosexuals themse|ves—-if any
word was picked arbitrarily from a dictionary, it seems
that ‘gay’ was a pretty weird one to choose. ‘Faggot’ in
this country means a bit of firewood or a tasty savoury
treat in most vocabularies; ‘pouf’ is good, but not for
staple usage, ‘pansy’, ‘nancy-boy’, ‘fairy’ and all the
rest of them are great, but none of them hold the
punch of ‘queer’. ‘Queer’ is our equivalent to using
‘faggot’ in America-—it’s a word that is emotionally
loaded, usually with homophobic fear and hatred, and
it seems like it’s about time that the word got defused
reused unabused, because its a strong word, it
undermines and it threatens and it's difficult to use.
Whatever the het calls you to your face, you can be
sure that it’s ‘queer’ that’s used behind your back.
[:)]amie Lupin
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I Dear people* '
\ __" I truly respected your

‘*'E'*3i statement on anarchisml
feminism in Zero land I
hope that you maintain-a

strong feminist approach in your paper.-
There are a number of feminist women
here in Vancouver becoming interested
inanarchism and developing ideas
arour d the connection. It is quite
exciting, and we all appreciate your
efforts and the spirit evident in your
papen "

Hoping to see you when I return
(once again) to England this spring.
suppo‘t in struggle i
Jill Bend for Press Gang (feminist print/
imprint) collective. ’
Vancouver. Canada

Dear Zero
Here’s a reply to Nicholas
Walter’s review of David‘I-S-‘:-_‘:|\\

Mansell’s The Ulster J '
Conflict in Zero 4. We felt

the review to be so bad and so
ill-informed (in those parts we could
understand) that we decided as Irish
anarchists to disassociate ourselves from
it by running off an insert for those
copies we distributehere.

c Leaving aside those parts of the
review which raised more questions
than answers (eg. what does narrowly
segregated meani, what are ‘liberal and
socialist efforts’?, what is ‘the libertarian
approach”?, what are the ‘encouraging
signs’? surely not the Peace Peoplei),

flinc-

"""i'i'i¥
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- ’ _- , - Pogo for the National Abortion Campaign . . . said the huge poster outside the Roundhouse.
we w"‘ b"ef’y State our d ‘ffcrences ‘ Perhaps the only visible evidence that January 75's benefit was anything to do with NA C, but it
w“‘S’.h- ‘S ?”"“y5‘S bésec‘ 0" w”,f"‘ he ."a‘,‘S did make over £2000. The Sadista Sisters and Black Slate were boring, but that all male gay group J
the fir“ hard fact - He 5335 Identity Dead Fingers Talking good. They came on LOUD and went off the same way. As for X-Ray Spex
35 50m’@i-h mg natural", b*35ed 0" face. (see picture) it was worth it I/‘lust for Poly Styrene ’s blue fifties suit_ and curly hair. . . maybe the
people or nations, and totally ignores 0;}/y thing mi
how in fact it is a sectarian identity *

Zssing was a Woman ‘s Right To Choose banner hung over the stage. (Mark, Rusherl
€_

which iscreated and managed bfiy the out next month.
state. To see sectarian identity as Belfast Anarchist Collective
natural is akin to seeing state Ireland
manipulation as natural, or at least
seeing the state as having no significance
whatsoever. He also says that Irish
Catholics and Ulster Protestants are
‘genuine phenomena (sic) and must
therefore be treated

Dear Zero* .
I very much appreciate

and enjoy your magazine,
it acts as an important‘
tool in getting non-

.;..E;_':,-, .

phenomenologically’! After he has anarchists to examine our ideas, but I
rejected a class/economic background, would like to see more criticall
he refuses to see people against any theoretical debate and analysis. For
background. According to Nick Walter, one thing the relationship of class
beliefs and behaviour have their origins

subject to no external influences.
Such a racist understanding

is obviously unacceptable
to anarchists. We ourselves

hope to res-*ievv‘”tlic
original articleby

Dave Mansell in
a new Irish

anarchisti
O anarcha-
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sexuality, race, hierarchy, state and
in some misty racialpast, with their personal and social relationships to our

self-perpetuating evolution apparently desires of an anarchist society could
use more debate in the movement. A
rational debate on urban guerillerism
will also become necessary soon. We '
are putting together a cassette of three
positions on urban guerilla warfare for
the Anarchist Tape Series. (Incidentally
we are looking for distributors in _
Europe. Tapes in so far are Hierarchy:
/-In Anarchist Critique, The -
Development of Anarchisrn, and A
Radical Analysis of the City, all by
Murray Bookchin. Neighbourhood
Self-suffi'ci'ency by l<arlHess, ll4/W
Folhsongs by Utah Phillips, Anarchist
Songs of the Spanish Civil War- The
Durruti Chorus, I/I/orher/Community
Self-rnanagement—Spain’s Lesson by

Myrna Breitbart. Working titles of
forthcoming cassettes are The .

I/arieties of Socialism by Noam

by Helene Ellenbogen,

Will Watson’s
Spontaneity and00 fey _ _ _

Organisation inxi Spain.D.
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Chomsky, Anarcho -Feminism

Thoughts From Prison by
Carl Harp and probably

Revolutionary

istributors

 

would I) Make tape copies, 2)Feed any
surplus into anarchist activities/defence
funds, 3)Make moretapes? Anyone
interested, or in the meantime wanting
tapes ($4.95), should write to me c/0
Our Generation 3934 St. Urbain,
Montreal, Quebec.)
Yours in love and anarchy, ‘
Pat Reed
Montreal, Canada "

Dear Zero*
In constant fear of being

1 so ‘ abridged in your letters
cmumn.
Chico

Richmond, Surrey

Dear Friends
I am part of a loose

‘ 1*’ grouping of anarchists
around Boston who are
focusing on the struggle

against nuclear power. One of our
concerns is to develop a revolutionary -
critique of the nuclear power
establishment (to counterpose liberal,
religious ideology which at present
dominates the movement). A concrete
step which weare considering is to
publish a newsletter covering anti-
nuclear events and ideas, from Europe
and elsewhere. We are especially
interested in the political ideas found
in anti-nuclear movements e.g. direct
action vs. legality. We would like to
contact anyone who took part in the
actions at Whyl, Kalkar, Malville etc.-
For anyone who wants to make
contact or requires information about
the situation in the USA our address is
82 Marion St., Somerville, MAOQI43,
USA.
For a future worth living
Charlie Gamble
Somerville, USA

Dear Comrades of Z_ero*
Greetings and heartiest

t-se‘- “ congratulations for the I
splendid manner in which

-you have launched Zero

from a revolutionary standpoint -as the
first four issues show. S S S

Anna Maria’s article Feminism and
the Italian Left is a much needed i I
expose of the male chauvinist attitude
that still prevails in the anarchist
movement. William Reichert’s extensive
Partisans of Freedom: A Study in
American Anarchism, (Bowling Green
University Popular Press, Bowling
Green, Ohio, I976) has a chapter called
The Place of Eros in Anarchist Thought
which includes the following detail
about the French anarchist Joseph
Dejacque who stayed brieflyin New
Orleans (I852-3) and published Le s
Libertaire. In a letter to Pierre Joseph
Proudhon he accused: ‘ls it possible
great publicist that under your lion ’s
shin so much ass may be found . . . s
Raise your voice . . . against the
exploitation of woman by man. i
Proclaim to the world . . . that man
without the aid of woman, is unable to
drag the revolution out of the mire, to
pluch it out of the filthy and blood
stained rut into which it has fallen; that
alone he is powerless,‘ that he mustiihave
the support of woman ‘s heart and brain,
that in the path ofprogress they should
march forward together, side by side,
hand in hand. . .’ I

George Woodcock may well have 1 I
abandoned-social revolution as a road to
free society (Destination Point, Zero 3)
but a closer examination of the causes
that brought about the destruction of
the libiertarianicommunes of ‘literally
thousands of Spanish villages’ and
‘large areas ofthe Ukraine’ is called for
than given by him. The coalition _
government that was intended to save
the social revolution from the onslaught
of Franco’s counter ‘revolution proved
to be the very opposite--due to its S
misacts against the true interests of the
revolution-prompted by the
expectation that it would thereby
receive military and moral aid from
democratic governments. Noam
Chomsky in American Power and the
New /I/landarins deals at great length
with what really happened in Spain
under the heading Objectivity and
Liberal Scholarship (reprinted in latest
Cienfuegos Review). Chomsky points
at the manner in which historians dealt
with the subject, citing this example.
‘In 7966, the American Historical
Association gave its biennial award for
the most outstanding wor/2' on
European History to Gabriel /achson
for his study of Spain in the 7 9305. . .
lt is no criticism of jachson is study c
that his point of view and sympathies
are expressed with such clarity. . . But l
think it can be shown that /acleson’s
account of the popular revolution that
tooh place in Spain is misleading and in
part quite unfair, and that the failure of
objectivity it reveals is highly significant
in that it is characteristic of the attitude
taken by liberal (and Communist)
intellectuals towards revolutionary
movements that are largely spontaneous
and only loosely organised, while
rooted in deeply felt needs and ideals of
disp‘ossessed masses. ’ From thereon
Chomsky brings to light an avalanche of
documentary evidence detailing the
revolution’s sabotage by the
Communist-controlled coalition .
government. Most important of all, the
very leaders of every political party did
their utmost to manipulate the masses
in accordance with their own ideologies.’
Jose Peirat’s Anarchists in the Spanish
Revolution makes this quite clear. If
the masses in revolt had not been beset
by these demoralising factors, may one
not conclude that they could have
defeated Franco’s counter-revolution?
Greetings and wellwishes . S
Marcus Graham -

that truly represents the anarchist ideal s Nevada, USA 1 ~ - = 1
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THREE GUI BY
Virginia oolf.
(Penguin..80p.)
ln his biography of his aunt, Quentin
Bell writes, ‘She was to use this
expedient again and to follow a
particularly exacting novel with
something lighter and easier, thus
Orlando follows To The Lighthouse,
Flush follows The Waves and Three
Guineas follows The Years; the
heavyweight novel is succeeded by the
lightweight book—-what she called ‘a
joke’.’ Since its publication in 1938
Three Guineas has had consistently bad
press. A Room Of One’s Own was
acceptable and is now a highly approved
of classic because it did not go beyond
an economistic view of the position of
women and did not challenge the
political theories of the contemporary
left. Three Guineas, though conceived
as a sequel to A Room of One ’s Own,
has not been accorded the same respect.
Now, at least with its republication by
Penguin, we can make up our own minds
minds. c
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The book concerns itself with the
reasons why Virginia Woolf gives away
three guineas to: a society for
preventing war; a college rebuilding
fund, and a society to help women
enter the professions. It is written -in
what appears to be Ms. Woolf’s speaking
voice—it’s quite tedious to read,
especially the first seventy or so pages.
What makes the style bearable is her
occasional barbed wit and her ability to
sum up or destroy widely held concepts
in a few words. For example, in a note
to section one: ‘Our ideology is still so
inveterately anth ropocentric (man-
centred) that it has been necessary to
coi.n this clumsy term—educated man’s
daughter—to describe the class whose
fathers have been educated at public
schools and universities! Obviously, if
the term ‘bourgeois’ fits her brother, it
is grossly incorrect to use of one who
differs so profoundly in the two main
characteristics of the bourgeoisie-—
capital and environment.

Through the first half of the book
she talks, as she doesin A Room of CIE V
One ’s Own, of the powerlessness of Rn v lEW.(Cienfugos PPBSS,

'- '; Jill. _' :1" If

Labour Party and other examples of the excerpts from anarchist history in
material poverty of women, she Mexico, Japan, Spain and Germany,
switches round on herself and begins to articles on anarcha-feminism, _ _
question the very concepts of power Berufsverbote, The Aims and Principles
and money. of Anarchism’, ‘Objectivity & Liberal

She begins to see that Patriarchy by 5¢l10la"§hlP’ _bY l_\l0am Cl'|0m5l<§_/v
its nature (because it embodies a reality ’MeltZe" 5 Obl¢¢il0"5 to A"3l'¢h|5"'\, PlU5
of dominance and submission) produces P3895 of book l'eVl<‘-1W5, lnffiima-il0" and
imbalance of power and will therefore
produce fascism and war. Her primary
metaphor is of course literary, that of
Creon and Antigone. She sees Creon,
the archetypal dictator, as the maker of
laws and Antigone, the woman, as the
revealer of ‘the Law’. She sees women,’
or at least the ‘educated man’s daughter
as being in a position to create a new
order, not based on power, because
women have never had a history or
culture of power and so can start afresh.
‘We have done with war! We have done g
with tyranny!’ And their mothers will
laugh from their graves, ‘It was for this
that we suffered obloquy and contempt!
Light up the windows daughters! Let
them blaze!‘

The analysis is good and brilliantly
written, she intersperses almost
subliminal images of the Spanish Civil
War (it was 1937) with references to the
fascists in Italy and Germany, made
more chilling by hindsight. But she
remains the ‘educated man’s daughter’
speaking on behalf of educated ‘mens’
daughters. She remains with her
concept of ‘Art’ and of the value of
education”. . . ‘If, on the other hand,
the educated (as so often happens)
renounce the very qualities which
education should have bought—reason,
tolerance, knowledge—and play at
belonging to the working class and
adopting its cause, they merely expose
that cause to the ridicule of the
educated class, and do nothing to
improve their own’. Continuously
throughout the book l felt this was her
stumbling block-—-that her education
and ‘education’ itself embodied some
sort of ‘truth’.,and that she refuses to
see educationand culture as integral
parts of the patriarchal hegemony.
Shortly after the publication of Three
Guineas these points were taken up by
Agnes Smith (an unemployed woman
living on fifteen shillings a week dole)
who, in a letter to Virginia Woolf,
pointed out that it was easy for Virginia
Woolf not to work in the war industries
but forAgnes Smith there was no
choice—work or starve.

All in all, Three Guineas is a
fascinating book from a feminist ‘
historical point of view and for what it
reveals about Virginia Woolf herself,
but she remains a novelist and says
more about women, through portraits
of women, Mrs. Ramsay, Lily Briscoe,
or even the second Orlando, than the
studied arguments of Three Guineas.

As a companion to Three Guineas,
Penguin have published Flush, Virginia
Woolf’s successful attempt at a ‘high
camp’ novel. Flush was Elizabeth
Barrett Browning’s spaniel and the book
is a dog’s eye view of her relationship
with Robert Browning. Highly
recommended as a quick read or an
introduction to Virginia Woolf.
l:lTom Woodhouse

HIST

women; that women are without money £2)
or education and are therefore without
power. She seems to be advocating that This is the third Cienfuegos Anarchist
women should fight for education and Review, and is the best so far. There is
entry into the professions and supports way too much material in the Review
this by contributing one guinea to the to list it all, but here’s an idea of what

professions. However, Three Guineas Anarchist Movement in Bulgaria, some

humour. ,. —
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A The two pieces on anarcha-feminism
are both taken from the American
paper Soil of Liberty. The first is a
short collective statement by four
women, setting out their reasons for
wanting to see the development of an
anarcha—feminist movement. They show
the similarities between the two
movements (non-hierarchical, rejection
of authority and leadership, emphasis
on the small group), and how they could
could benefit each other: ‘feminism
offers to anarchist men an unlocking of
the masculine inheritance that cripples
emotion and expression’. The need for
us to realise and act upon the fact that
the revolution has to begin here and
now with ourselves, that the personal is
political, is emphasised throughout.

The second piece is written by a
woman in response to the first
statement. She begins by expressing her
joy at discovering other anarcha- g
feminists in her town, and goes on to
make some interesting criticisms of the
collective statement. She gives a brief
outline of her political development
(through marriage boredom, P
involvement in the anti-war movement,
joining the socialist-feminist
Union, to anarcha-feminism). The main
criticism she makes of the statement is
that it is too generalised, and doesn’t
give examples of how we can make our
ideas relevant to the majority of
peoples’ lives. She ends her reply on an A
encouraging note—‘lt’s a rotten mess
but we’re still here, even optimistic
sometimes. We know that the only
counter to despair is involvement. Let
us put forward practical proposals in a
language filled with poetry, humour
and love’.

Cienfuegos Press have during the last
few years become the main anarchist
publishing group in this country.
Always making a financial loss, their
financial situation is now critical to say
the least. If Cienfuegos Press is to
continue they need our support-so if
you’ve not already done so buy a copy
of the review, or try ordering it through
your local library, or do both.
(:1 Pete Webb j

socie y_ o e p women en er ea you in or _istory o _t e THE LIMITS OF't t_hl t th ’llf'd:ASh tH' fh - s
LI

goes beyond the economistic themes of very good articles on Francisco Ferrer,

beginning to find her arguments on the charge of being ‘author and
pointless, as she continued comparing chief’ of the brutally suppressed sc'ence'£l"95) _ I
the income of the W.S.P.U. and the ‘Revolution of July’ in Barcelona, ‘For one of our preoccupations had to
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ITY by ‘ndrew
A Roan? of Ones Own; lust as I was the Spanish anarchist executed in 1909 '|'°|s°n.('|' 'st°c

be the nature of the group itself’
Andrew Tolson states in the final
chapter of his book The Limits of
Masculinity. And it is very much about
a Birmingham men's group of which
the author was a member, with .
descriptions of why people joined (‘For
everyone an immediate reason for his
joining was the feminist challenge to
male sexuality’) and the kind of things
they tried to discuss (see opening a
quote above).

But the bits I found most interesting
were in the section which tried to place
men within a social context, for
instance the section on patriarchy and
the family . . . how men become MEN,
and the way that men (especially
working class men) are expected to be,
even have to be,str0ng, male, tough,
flesh rippling at work to retain any
sense of themselves in relation to the
shitty hours and noisy machines that i
surround them. None of these ideas are
earth shattering, but it’s comforting to
know there are reasons why we are like
we are.

l must admit that the book didn‘t
set me alight, and l think that on
reflection this was because it mostly
runs over old ground, stating in a very
sociological way (look who published
it) what ‘radical’ middle class men have
been thinking about for the last few
years, without trying to look further
into the implications of consciousness
raising as apolitical activity for men.
ls it right for men’s groups to exist in
the first place, or do they just work in
a reactionary way by undermining
power that women have gained? None
of these ‘ideas are discussed at all, and
yet they are important (see Carol '
Hanisch’s article ‘Men’s Liberation’ in
Redstocl<ing’s Ferninist Revolution, an
American feminist journal).

_ l

1|-=--—-—

After 50 pages or so, I found myself
losing concentration on what the book
was saying, but drifting into memories
of my own past. . Q thinking about my
father who was never the successful
businessman heswanted to be, and my
mother who was a million times
stronger but who never, until recently,
tried to define any role for herself
outside the confines of the family for
fear of upsetting him (even when they
were getting on badlyl). So l did at
least find it useful as a springboard for
thinking about my past in terms of
masculinity. H A

The Limits of Masculinity reads more
like a university essay than a book. Are
men still scared of presenting themselve
themselves as people? Or are we going
to reject seeing ourselves as an idea
or a set of statistics El Mark Rusher

—-lq-F‘-h-'_—Ifl'*-‘it!-B‘.
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March 17 with Henry Cow and
;. J " ’ I’ Th's Heat. 7-I30 at Hornsey Art
* DROP THE OFFICIAL Coll. But check details on 01-l SECRETS cnaaoss. Dei'non-i . , _ . "734 8508.

l strate 3.g3l1‘l5l3 the pl.'0SEi311lLlO_-I1 Of * FREE WHEEL CYCLE
l Aubrey Berry and CmnPbell- " CLUB welcomes all anarchistsl
U M31ch assembles at Tillmers socialists to its activities. On

" _ Sq"-W119": NW1 at 1-30: Sunday - Wednesday February 22 we meet
l Feb?'-131')’ 19l5h- F91’ more detail-'5 in the Spread Eagle, SW18 for an
lplione10-278-2377. ‘ ' _0 Lg (13 F b 25'
l ‘k LIBERTY HALL at The Odd
l Spot, Bold Street, Liverpool.
( Sundays 8pm. 2
, 12th Feb: Return of Goodtime
Charlie jazz quartet. -

i 19th Feh: Scotland Road
Writers Workshop.

.‘A Sense of Loss’, presented by
Liberty Hall Film Society.

- l 5th March: Music evening
featuring local artists.
12th March: The Politics of
Abortion in Liverpool -— film,
speaker Sheila Abdullah and
discussion (co-organised by
NAC). '

- 19th March: Theatre with Pirate
iJenny 2. .
.- Admission 25p; non-members
40p. All welcome. Late bar.
* ANARCHIST COMMUNIST
ASSOCIATION (North London

i Group) areholding a series of
l public meetings at-Centreprise,
i Kingsland High Street", Hackney.
l_Start 7.30pm. ' - '
iMon. 27th Feb ":7 ‘Trade Union

26th Feb: Film on N. Ireland -—

evening n un y e we
meet at 10am opposite Ram
Brewery, High St, Wandsworth,
SW18. For more details phone
Bob or Annie 01-870 5150.

1' HERSTORY. The material
(1 million documents) collected
and organised by the Women’s
History Research Centre in
Ber-kely, California between ’68
and ’74 is now accessible (through R
your library) through 3 series of
microfilms: Women and Law,
Health/Mental Health and
Herstory. Details WHR Centre
2325 Oak, Berkely, CA 94708.
i ANARCHISTS GAY LIB
GROUP to put over anarchist
ideas in the gay movement.
Anyone (interested write to:
Alan Bray, 25 Attree Court,
Tower Road, Brighton BN2 2F2.
i ANARCHIST WOMEN’S
discussionlstudy /action group
meets fortnightly, North and
East London. New women
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sent to anyone who writes in. London N1. " -
There’s no subscription rate, *p-LYMQUTH ANARCHISTS L
but dOI13l§lOl'1S E9 H1l.lCl'l - ’ new group f01-n-ling? Cgntacl;
appreciated. Black Rag, c/o 52 -Elaine Chyggstomquj C/0
Broadway, Belfast 12, N.I. Plymouth Polytechnic (students , y . . --'.
* SHEFFIELD ANARCHIST union), Drake Circus, Plymouth.
reappears after 25 months delay ‘COVENTRY ANARCHISTS i
-- they say major problems have

Smoke Room, Old Dyers Arms,take so long. Issue 13 now The Butts? Coventry
available from Ujamaa, 341
Glossop Road, Sheffield S10 2HP. __ - W

*N0 NATIONAL FRONT .  - - - i

middle
‘I’ NEWS RELEASE, Re-lease’s
new newsmagazine. News and
information on drugs,-the law,
police, housing, abortion and
much more, written from the
Release collective ’s direct
involvement in these areas of
struggle. Special offer to Zero
readers, 4 issue subscription £2
from 1 Elgin Avenue, London
W9, or all good bookshops.
‘i’ INTERROGATIONS 12.
New issue of the International
Review of Anarchist Research,
contains articles on Dutch
Provos, the Japanese student
movement, Chile, and Self c
Reliance. Copies (UK £1,
US $3) from Via. A. Vespueci.
44/BIS 10129 Torino. Italia.
i’ SOLIDARITY MOTOR
BULLETIN issue no. 7 out.
Deals with two General Motors
plants, one in Strasbourg, the
other in Canada. Price 10p from

si_ welcome. Tel: 555-5248, or write Solidarity-, 123 Lathom Road,
jMon.. 27:11 March ‘Sexuality’. is 26 Hvddleven Rs-adv NT London E6.

* SEX AND THE STATE (or:Mon. 24th A ' '1 ‘V’ ‘l ' _ - _ ,iThe Revolutigfiaw Stfigéiggailnd Lets Kill Ozzie and Harriet). A

Armed F01-C95:-_ . " family hot off the resses of
(QM Attitpde Tnwards the British lesbian perspective of the nuclear

- ‘(Creche facilities are available for The Wh°iie’Th’ng (llollectlvei
--- BUR S3.-I1 F1'flI'lClSCO.

bringing the kids please phone
802-78.24 beforehand.
* - 68 CLUB at "the new West

CA 94117 USA (send 35p).
i INTERNATIONAL
ANARCHIST FEMINIST

Indian Sports and Social Club, FONFER-_ENCE scheduled Sprilig

Manchester 14. Sundays at 8pm. 195 Schuyler-P1409, Illhflfiflv
12th-‘Feb: The New Generation NY 14850- R
in China -- speaker H. Wong,
member of the "70s Front.

‘i ANARCHIST FEMINIST
NEWSLETTER No. 4 now out.

19th.,Feb: Socialist theatre group 5ub5°1'iPl3i°n'-£2 fmm Sfiphitl‘
Counteract in their new play’ 'La’W$,, GTUSVEHOT TETTHCE,

‘Screwed’. ' Bootham, York.
26th Feb: Starpower, introduced 2 * ANARCHIST FEMINIST
W1-H h We He 5 E _ anarchist feminist newsletter fromi _ ‘c ryo can tak partl 5th March: The es Club Film

j Soc. presents ‘Emitai-’ by
I African director Ousmane . -

Utopian Feminists, 616 W.
Monroe Bloornington. Illinois
61701. USA. Subscription £1 a

Sembene. . Yeah R .
ir NATIONAL DEMONSTRA- _ , ._ ‘ , i J

- TION_against Windscale, Sunday * 30R(R()"wE]) TIME Anti-
Mfimh -19th. 515591111319 SP93k9T5 " Authoritarian Newsletter

goiaz
Trafalgar Square. A massive i
turnout is hoped for. -Bring
your imagination _

afiedgt-_L[fJ.lE|N,lA.ilEfl..lqB:]

CONFERENCE. April 15-16 -at

St, Leicester. Organised by

modation...Contact Lib Ed, 6

552085) for details.-

,_ Throughout Feb and March. ‘At
|-

Ml tiine of press only finalised gig‘
I-—|II'i_|- mi-‘I-1|:

|.
|. I

-i-'-I-ll’r,_-_. |-I'll _

Corner, Hyde Park for march to _

* LIBERTARIAN EDUCATION

Blackthorn Books, 74 High-cross '

Libertarian Education. Saturday l
nigh-t entertainment and accom-

Beaconsfield Rd, Leicester (0533-

"* OTHER CINEMA BENEFITS

(Similar to U.S. Synthesis)
giving]e xchanging information
on groups, activities, discussion
and reviews. To contribute to,
or subscribe to (£1.50), write
Box 100, Rising Free, 182_
Upper Street, London N1.
i’ BLACK RAG, new Irish
anarchistlanarcha-feminst paper
now out. 1st issue contains
articles on gay politics in N.I.,
prisoners self-help, drugs, a
collective statement, reviews 8:
agitprop. The ‘paper has been
put together by people in
Belfast and Dublin, and will be

"k MAKING NONVIOLENT
REVOLUTION, a new pamphlet
by Howard Clark, available from
Peace News, 8 Elm Avenue,
Nottingham. 20p incl.pp -~
discount for bulk. -

NATIONAL LIBERATION
ANDSTATE POWER, an ’
anarchist critique of the (MPLA
in Angola, available from
Newcastle Anarchist group, (see
groups), price 20p.
i‘ ANARCHISM AND FORMAL
ORGANISATIONS, new
pamphlet produced by Research
Group One, 2743 Maryland
Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 21218,
USA (about .60p).
THE RELEVANCE OF
ANARCHISM TO MODERN
SOCIETY, by Sam Dolgoff.
Published by Soil of Liberty,
PO Box 7056, Powderhorn Sta.,
Mpls, MN, 55407, USA. (about
20p).
Both titles should be available
from bookshops here. _

i'NORWICH ANARCHIST
GROUP meets weekly. Contact
c/o Libertarian Socialist Soc.,
Univ. of East Anglia, Students
Union, Norwich. '
iWEST LONDON
LIBERTARIANS, c/o 7 Pennard
Road, London W12.
i'ANARCHIST COMMUNIST
ASSOCIATION: Groups!
members in Birmingham,
Glasgow, Oxford, N S 8: W
London. For information write
to: ACA, c/o Box 11, Rising
Free, 182 Upper Street,
I

F-

_:

I

THUGS IN THIS TOWN -
anarchist anti-fascist sticker
produced -by Cambridge
anarchists, c/o W14 Queens
College, Cambridge. _
iCENTRO IBERICO meets at
421* Harrow Road, London W9 '
on Saturdays and Sundays -
3-11 pm. .
iNATFHE GAY GROUP for
teachers in further and higher
education. Contact: 23 Belitha
Villas, London N1.
iEDINBURGH. ‘First of May’
bookshop-—~is a warm place to
meet, sit, chat, read or buy.
Anarchist, Feminist, Socialist
literature—'—info centre. 45
Niddry Street, Edinburgh.
(031-557 1348)

STERSTCOSL _,-i::.:,:_::::I':v;::'i.i..'1' _ I l-.~.'l":?"i ‘fiilziir

price: Sizes SRA3, 22x18 and
26x22. s 3. 50 / 100 and £10.50 / ,v;5:§:§:§:5:§;§:§-5 '-=.=-=--
1000. Write to P Williams, ;:§%§:?;:§~:§;§:§;§:;:g;-gr
1 7 8 Oxford Roacl, Manch es ter ;:5:§2§i§;§:§:§;:§:§:§:§:§:e;:;:;-1;:3;;:-gig;;g§.;§;§_§§;§;§;§§:
M1 3 9 Q Q-
-ir MARITIME - -;.;;;;E;;;;;§-,5-;§;§;§;§;§;§:~’$:1':“§?:§-',{,1,i';**.i§,;-gig-2-1‘-‘f-+2517-T or
REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS 2* vi‘-A-.1-'
Via Ferruccio, 4 B-Roma 001 85,
ITALY. " is :1:-‘

i’ MUSIC FOR SOCIALISM:
General meetings every 2nd
Sunday of the month. Open
session for music and discussion
on Weds 22nd Feb at 7.30pm, i
Earl Russell pub, 2 Pancras Rd,
London NW1. Subscribe to the
newsletter: £2 to MFS, 30
Hornsey Park Road, London N8.
‘k MUSICS 16 now out. Includes
stuff on the People,Band—-‘if v
people want a revolution in music -
they had it then and let it slip r
ii--nnoticed bacle to the shadows’, -
women and music, Blackism v.
Global Awareness debate etc.
Price 35p. Subs: £2.80 for 6 issues
from 42 Gloucester Ave, London
NW1. Next open meeting Sunday
Feb 26th at 2pm. l
i LONDON MUSICIANS l
COLLECTIVE. Now installed in j
new premises at 42 Gloucester Ave
NW1—sharing with MUSICS and
the London Film Makers Coop. .
For details of events see Time Out.
General meetings held 1st Sunday
of thernonth at 2pm. ,
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